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Abstract 
 
The relationship in the supply chain is the key determinant of the performance in the 
construction industry. Despite the fact of extensive use of subcontracting in Hong Kong, 
the research on the relationship in the supply chain is very limited in the construction 
industry in Hong Kong. Partnering is considered to be a good way in improving the 
relationship between the client and main contractor but only limited research has been 
done in the supply chain. Therefore, even if Partnering exists in the supply chain in Hong 
Kong, the current status and extent of use in this level are not well defined and 
investigated. This research aims at filling the void by investigating the current practice of 
Partnering in Hong Kong and the requirements of the parties in the supply chain in the 
construction industry. 
 
By using questionnaires and follow-up interviews, the requirements of main contractors 
and subcontractors are identified. These are identified for the recommendation of 
partnering methodology at the end of this research. For the extent of use of partnering, it 
was found that Strategic Partnering is not commonly adopted in the industry and the 
adoption of Project Partnering is more mature due to its nature which is project-based. 
With the addition of the identification of the problems in the supply chain, a Partnering 
methodology called ‘semi-project’ partnering is recommended. Price competition and 
ease of learning are the major reasons for this recommendation. Further study on the 
actual benefits of this partnering methodology is recommended. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Research Background 
 
In Hong Kong, quality problem and time delay can be commonly found in the 
construction industry. These problems can be explained by unhealthy practices in the 
industry. Practices such as multi-layers of subcontracting and excessively competitive 
tendering can always be seen in the industry. 
 
Based on the Construct for Excellence report (2001), the multi-layers of subcontracting 
becomes a major practice which leads to poor performance of the construction industry in 
Hong Kong. This can be explained by the dramatic increase in the use of subcontractors 
by the value of work undertaken on a construction project being subcontracted. 
Difficulties can be found in monitoring the work by the main contractor under this 
practice and this leads to underperformance of quality. 
 
Due to the great reliance on subcontractors, much stress is put on the main 
contractor-subcontractor relationship and the main contractors find a great potential for 
cost saving in this relationship. Lowest tender price is always the major criteria in the 
selection of subcontractors and the subcontractors can hardly perform satisfactorily as the 
profit margin is extremely low. Other examples of onerous practices of main contractors 
such as prevalence of unfair contract conditions can be observed. On the other side, 
subcontractors have also caused problems. With easier entry into market place, some of 
the subcontractors may not have sufficient capital. Many of them do not have necessary 
expertise to complete the work satisfactorily in quality and time. 
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Due to these common practices in the construction industry in Hong Kong, an adversarial 
culture is formed and lack of mutual respect and honesty between professionals, main 
contractors and subcontractors can be commonly found. From the observation, 
relationship in the supply chain is the key determinant of the performance in the 
construction industry. In the supply chain of the construction industry, three parties are 
involved. They are main contractors, subcontractors and suppliers.  
 
Sir Michael Latham’s report (1994) states this issue and provides a focus and motivation 
to explore improvements in main contractor-subcontractor relationships for the benefit of 
the construction in the UK. According to Matthews (1996), partnering is recommended as 
a way to improve such relationship. His research points out the need to improve the way 
subcontractors are procured by main contractors, with the adoption of the “partnering 
philosophy” being the key to achieving these improvements. For this dissertation, only 
part of the supply chain is studied where the suppliers are excluded in the relationship 
involved. The focus of this dissertation is on the relationship between the main 
contractors and subcontractors. The exclusion of the suppliers doesn’t mean they are not 
important in the improvement of the performance of the construction industry. Instead, 
the aim is to narrow the focus of this dissertation and to explore a partnering 
methodology which can improve the relationship between the main contractors and 
subcontractors and hence the construction industry. 
 
In addition to this, this dissertation aims to overcome the weaknesses currently found in 
most of the partnering literature. Most of them concentrate on the relationship between 
the client and the main contractor, with little reference to the relationship between the 
main contractor and subcontractor. Besides that, very few of them detail the actual 
procedure of how partnering relationships are forged but instead focusing on the general 
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perspective. Moreover, literature about partnering between main contractors and 
subcontractors in Hong Kong is very limited. Therefore, these weaknesses are overcome 
in this dissertation and a partnering methodology is recommended. The current adoption 
of partnering in Hong Kong is also explored to get a general view on the construction 
industry in Hong Kong. 
 
1.2 Research Objectives 
 
This research aims to improve the relationship in the supply chain by identifying the 
requirements of main contractors and subcontractors and the problems that exist in the 
supply chain. 
 
The objectives of this study are: 
 
1. To assess the requirements of main contractors in the Hong Kong Construction 
Industry from the point of view of subcontractors 
2. To assess the requirements of subcontractors in the Hong Kong Construction Industry 
from the point of view of main contractors 
3. To identify the main problems in the relationship between the main contractors and 
subcontractors in the Hong Kong construction industry 
4. To recommend a partnering methodology for main contractors and subcontractors of 
the Hong Kong construction industry based on the findings of objective 1-3 above 
plus other research studies 
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1.3 Research Methodology 
 
The methodology used in this research comprises three stages which are literature review, 
questionnaires and follow-up interviews. 
 
i) Literature Review 
 
The literature review is divided into eight parts. First of all, the development of 
partnering is reviewed to give a framework of partnering methodology and process.  
Since there are various definitions of partnering, a definition is chosen by extensive 
review of literatures. Through literature which is about adopting partnering in real life, 
the benefits, elements, process and problems in implementation of partnering are 
identified. After reviewing the basic principles of partnering, partnering within the supply 
chain is focused upon to give a general view on the current relationship between the main 
contractors and subcontractors. Finally, literature on ‘relational contracting’ is also 
reviewed to give a general concept of this relationship and the difference when compared 
with a partnering arrangement. However, the studies of partnering in the supply chain in 
Hong Kong are very limited. 
 
ii) Questionnaires 
 
Quantitative data is collected through two questionnaires distributed to two categories in 
the supply chain, main contractors and subcontractors. The aims of the questionnaires are 
to identify the requirements of main contractors and subcontractors and the problems in 
the supply chain. Questionnaires are sent to these two parties as the relationship between 
the main contractors and subcontractors are the focus in this research. The results of 
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questionnaires are analyzed and provide data to further develop the interview questions 
and the partnering methodology. 
 
iii) Follow-up interviews 
 
Those practitioners who have experienced partnering and relational contracting are 
selected for follow-up interview. The aim of the interviews is to reinforce the data 
collected from the questionnaires and study partnering projects for case studies. The 
information collected in the case studies contributes to the development of the partnering 
methodology at a later stage. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
As discussed in chapter 1, the adversarial culture which is created from onerous practices 
such as multi-layer of subcontracting and excessively competitive tendering, is a major 
characteristic of the construction industry. In Hong Kong, one of the major problems is 
the multi-layers of subcontracting and lax supervision in the context of low price due to 
keen competition. (CIRC, 2001) In these multi-layers of subcontracting, each layer of 
subcontractor take a profit and the workers at the end of the chain are not well paid. As a 
result, this “non-value-adding multi-layered subcontracting” and lax site supervision lead 
to poor performance of the supply chain.  
 
According to Latham (1994), partnering is promoted between main contractors and 
subcontractors to improve performance and reduce cost for clients. Moreover, the 
Construct for Excellence Report (CIRC, 2001) advocates the wider adoption of 
partnering arrangement as a way for fostering a quality culture. Indeed, there is evidence 
which shows that partnering arrangement derives significant advantages to the 
construction industry in Hong Kong. (Chan et al, 2003) Besides, relational contracting 
also has the characteristics of partnering but it should be clearly distinguished from 
partnering. 
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The literature review consists of 8 parts: 
 
(1) The development of partnering 
(2) The definition of partnering 
(3) The benefits of partnering 
(4) The elements of partnering 
(5) The process of partnering 
(6) The problems of implementing partnering and the solutions 
(7) Partnering within the supply chain 
(8) Relational Contracting in Hong Kong Construction Industry 
 
2.2 Development of Partnering 
 
Partnering is not a new concept and it has existed in various guises for many years, 
although it is not referred to by that specific name. The relationship between Marks & 
Spencer and Bovis started in the 1920s and justifies as much as any to be called a 
partnering one. (Loraine, 1994) 
 
For the modern development of partnering, the manufacturers and suppliers in the 
Japanese car industry in the 1960s and 1970s are considered to be the origin. This 
partnering arrangement extended to the construction industry in the USA in the 1980s. 
The first of these arrangements was the one between Shell Oil and Parsons SIP in 1984. 
(Loraine, 1994) 
 
In USA and UK, these partnering arrangements have principally been between the 
manufacturers and their long term contractors. These arrangements have extended beyond 
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individual projects and have covered maintenance as well as construction. Many of these 
have grown out of evergreen contracts that lasted many years. (Loraine, 1994) This long 
term relationship, with the characteristics of long-term commitment beyond a discrete 
project, is defined as “strategic partnering”. (CII, 1991) 
 
A more recent development of partnering is for specific projects only, where contracts 
have been awarded by price. This form of partnering was first initiated by the US Army 
Corps of Engineers in 1987 on the Oliver Lock and Sam Project at Tuscaloosa Country in 
Alabama. This project was awarded through the competition of 10 tenderers. This 
partnering arrangement, with the relationships established for a single project, was 
defined as project specific partnering/project partnering. (Loraine, 1994) 
 
The development of partnering in Hong Kong is not as mature as in US and UK and this 
arrangement is new to Hong Kong. In the Hong Kong construction industry, partnering 
may not take the form of those undertaken in other countries. This may due to difference 
to cultural difference and the perception of partnering. People have a different perception 
of partnering and there is confusion of partnering and relational contracting. (Choi, 1999) 
Therefore, in order to develop a partnering methodology to improve the relationship in 
the supply chain, partnering is defined in the following part of this chapter. 
 
2.3 Definition of Partnering 
 
As mentioned above, due to cultural differences, people have different perceptions of 
partnering with each other. Because partnering in construction is not yet mature, plenty of 
definitions of partnering exist. To determine which definition of partnering should be 
adopted, the principle behind it should be investigated. Crowley & Karim (1995) and 
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Matthews, et al. (1996) have clarified the principle in a similar way. Partnering can be 
defined in one of the following three ways: (Crowley et al, 1995) 
 
i) the anticipated outcomes or attributes of partnering, such as compatible goals, 
mutual trust, long-term commitment, etc. 
ii) the process that led to the outcomes where partnering is used as a verb to indicate 
an action, such as committing to common goals, organizing partnering workshops, 
developing trust, etc. 
iii) the organizational interface that generates the new organizational structure. 
 
The Reading Construction Forum (RCF, 1995) and the Construction Industry Institute 
(1991) use a similar definition as above to define partnering, CII define partnering as: 
 
“A long term commitment between two or more organizations for the purpose of 
achieving specific business objectives by maximizing the effectiveness of each 
participant’s resources. This requires changing traditional relationships to a shared culture 
without regard to organizational boundaries. The relationship is based on trust, dedication 
to common goals, and an understanding of each others individual expectations and values. 
Expected benefits include improved efficiency and cost effectiveness, increased 
opportunity for innovation, and the continuous improvements of quality products and 
services” (CII, 1991) 
 
Among the definitions we can find in the literature, the above definition is adopted in this 
dissertation as it brings together all the essential elements of a partnering relationship. 
The benefits and the requirements of a partnering relationship are clearly outlined. 
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There is an alternative to the CII’s definition but there are two components in the 
definition which makes it questionable. For example, in the definition putting forward by 
the National Economic Development Council (NEDC), “partnering is a contractual 
arrangement between a client and a chosen contractor”, the contractual nature of 
partnering and the relationship between the client and contractor are not stated in the 
definition mentioned before. Indeed, the question of partnering bring a contractual 
agreements arises. First, partnering does not have to be contractual in nature. Partnering 
is about working within an open and honest team spirit rather than the letter of the law. 
(Matthews et al, 1996) However, it would be a benefit to develop an ‘agreement’ for all 
the parties in a partnering arrangement.  
 
According to Bennett and Jayes (1998), CIB Working Group 12 describes partnering as a 
structured management approach to facilitate teamworking across contractual boundaries. 
The fundamental components of partnering are also identified. They are formalized 
mutual objectives, agreed problem resolution methods, and an active search for 
continuous measurable improvements. The central message is that the UK building 
industry should move away from relying primarily on contractual relationships based on 
duties and liabilities. This further strengthens the point that partnering is not contractual 
in nature. On the other hand, the fundamental components are the most important in a 
partnering arrangement. 
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2.3.1 Types of Partnering 
 
Partnering can be based on a single project (project partnering) while it can be an 
on-going relationship over a series of developments. (RCF, 1995) Cowan, Gray and 
Larson (1992) and Loraine (1994) also identify these two kinds of partnering. 
 
The Construction Industry Institute’s (CII) definition of partnering describes Strategic 
Partnering as mentioned in section 2.2. For project partnering, it provides a means to 
partnering without a long term commitment. The experience in project partnering may 
have benefits in the future where long term commitment is possible. Indeed, strategic 
partnering also benefits on a single project but the scale will gradually increase as each 
project will be benefited from the lesson learnt on earlier projects. (RCF, 1995)  
 
According to RCF (1995), greater benefits are available when it is based on a long-term 
commitment (strategic partnering). The principle reason for this is that only a long term 
relationship can secure benefit, any form of price competition introduced defeated the 
purpose of the relationship; and any cultural change required could not be effected over a 
single project. (Loraine, 1994) 
 
On the other hand, from the point of view of Loraine (1994), project partnering has 
greater long-term significance than strategic partnering for several reasons: 
 
- it does not restrict market entry; 
- because price features somewhere in the relationship it allows success and 
improvement to be more easily monitored; and 
- there is still a stimulation of competition 
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However, it is not appropriate to compare strategic partnering and project partnering 
directly. As one of the components of partnering is an active search of continuous 
measurable improvements, the benefits brought will only be significant in a long term 
relationship as the duration in a single project is short. The benefit experience learnt from 
the project adopting project partnering may not be extended to the coming project as the 
parties involved are not the same. 
 
Although strategic partnering has more benefits than project partnering, it is wrong to 
totally reject project partnering in the construction industry. As the current construction 
industry is dominated by short-term attitudes and individual one-off projects, both 
strategic and project partnering takes time to develop in the industry. 
 
Both project and strategic partnering play significant roles in moving the construction 
industry away from the traditionally adversarial based approach. The company adopting 
project partnering approach companies can learn for themselves about the practicalities of 
partnering. If required this learning can be used to move from a project to a strategic 
partnering approach as shown in the following figure 1. (Matthews et al, 1996) According 
to Bennett and Jayes (1995), there are likely to be limited opportunities for strategic 
partnering in an industry which is dominated by short term attitudes and individual 
projects. However, benefits in project partnering can still provide people the first 
introduction to the partnering approach and the benefits can be very significant on large 
projects. 
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Figure 1 Progress through increased learning (Matthews et al, 1996) 
 
As seen from the above figure, project partnering can be considered as an interim 
arrangement to be adopted in the construction industry. In an industry which is 
adversarial based, adopting strategic partnering arrangement may not be appropriate and 
efficient. It is more feasible to adopt project partnering as an easier entrance for 
practitioners to learn from the partnering arrangement. 
 
2.4 Benefits of Partnering 
 
In the construction industry in Hong Kong, its nature is very high risk and competitive. 
An adversarial relationship is resulted due to problems such as little co-operation, limited 
trust, and ineffective communication. This kind of relationship is reflected in projects 
delays, difficulty in resolving claims, cost overruns, litigation, and a win-lose climate. 
(Moore et al., 1992) 
Traditional largely 
adversarial approach o 
contracting 
Project Partnering 
approach to contracting 
(No Competition) 
Strategic Partnering 
approach to 
contracting 
 
Increased Learning 
Increased Learning 
Unsatisfactory performance 
Unsatisfactory performance 
Unsatisfactory performance 
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To solve against the above relationship, organizations have aggressively searched for 
better management solutions to improve their performance and sustain a competitive 
advantage by embracing concepts such as total quality management (TQM), business 
process re-engineering (BPR) and partnering. (Cheng et al., 2000) Many new 
management techniques have gained popularity to help solving the problems. (Schriener, 
1991; Eckert, 1994; Sanders, 1994) 
 
Among the above mentioned management solutions, partnering is chosen as the solution. 
While TQM and BPR require substantial investment in terms of time and cost, partnering 
can provide quick results with minimal start-up costs. (Wilson et al. 1995) 
 
According to Larson and Drexler (1997), partnering can benefit all parties, including the 
client, the main contractor, subcontractors, management, and on-site employees. From the 
literature reviewed, the common benefits of partnering can be grouped under thirteen 
headings:  
 
- reduced litigation, (Cook and Hancher, 1990; Abudayyeh, 1994) 
- better cost control, (Cowan et al., 1992; Moore et al., 1992) 
- better time control, (Cowan et al., 1992; Moore et al., 1992) 
- better quality product, (Moore et al., 1992) 
- efficient problem solving, (Cook and Hancher, 1990; Cowan et al., 1992) 
- closer relationship, (Cook and Hancher, 1990) 
- enhanced communication, (Sanders and Moore, 1992) 
- continuous improvement, (Cowan et al., 1992) 
- potential for innovation, (Cook and Hancher, 1990) 
- lower administrative cost, (Abudayyeh, 1994) 
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- better safety performance, (Moore et al., 1992) 
- increased satisfaction and (Matthews et al., 1996) 
- improved culture (Bloom, 1997) 
 
Although the thirteen common benefits are identified, the rating of each benefit will vary 
in different countries due to the cultural difference. In order to investigate the benefits of 
partnering in Hong Kong, an empirical study is undertaken in Hong Kong. (Chan et al., 
2003) In this empirical study, a survey is conducted to explore the perceptions of benefits 
towards partnering by different project stakeholders including the client’s group, 
contractor’s group and consultant’s group. 
 
There are two benefits which all of them believed and ranked to be the top two. The two 
benefits are ‘Improvement of relationships amongst project participants’ and 
‘Improvement of communication amongst project participants’. Indeed, this result is 
consistent with the findings reported in CII (1991), (1996). These findings act as a 
support to this research which is recommending a partnering methodology to improve the 
relationship in the supply chain in the construction industry in Hong Kong.  
 
There are also supports to the above mentioned benefits from other literature. Bayliss 
(2000) and Drexler and Larson (2000) further explain that partnering provides a better 
working environment for and enhances the relationship among all contracting parties. It 
also creates an efficient hierarchy of communication channels to the project participants 
as a result of enhanced mutual understanding. (Sanders and Moore, 1992; Li et al., 2001) 
 
The mutual benefits resulting from partnering relationships which may have the most 
impact on the construction industry is improved project quality (Wong, 1997). According 
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to Cook (1990), an effective Partnering agreement will improve project quality by 
replacing the potentially adversarial atmosphere of a traditional 
owner-contractor-engineer relationship with and atmosphere that will foster a team 
approach to achieve a set of common goals. Therefore, the relationship between the 
project participants is the key determinant for a success in a partnering arrangement. 
 
2.5 Elements of partnering 
 
There are many supports which stated that partnering is beneficial on project 
relationships and project outcomes. However, there are some projects adopting partnering 
arrangement but is less than successful. Therefore, it is important to identify the elements 
of partnering. In this part, the elements of partnering are identified and the linkage 
between these elements and project success are studied in order to support the benefits 
brought from partnering. 
 
Identifying the elements of partnering is essential as there is not a standardized approach 
of partnering. In Weston and Gibson research (1993), they compare the performance of 
partnered projects and non-partnered projects. They simply separate projects to partnered 
and non-partnered. It is not appropriate for a direct comparison of these two kinds as the 
partnering efforts may not be the same for each partnered projects. For example, some 
partnering efforts do not include formal provisions for continuous improvement. 
Therefore, in order to study the linkage between partnering and project success, the 
elements of partnering should be identified. 
 
According to Bennett and Jayes (1998), three generations of partnering are developed. 
The first generation partnering has three key principles, which are mutual objectives, 
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decision making and continuous improvement. The second generation is a much more 
sophisticated generation which produces greater benefits and can deliver greater cost 
savings. ‘The Seven Pillars of Partnering’ is built up for this generation. There is also a 
further emergence of third generation partnering, but it will not be discussed in this 
research as the second generation can mostly reflect the successful partnering 
methodology adopted in current industry. The seven pillars are: 
 
1. Strategy – developing the client’s objectives and how consultants, contractors and 
specialists can meet them on the basis of feedback 
2. Membership – identifying the firms that need to be involved to ensure all necessary 
skills are developed and available 
3. Equity – ensuring everyone is rewarded for their work on the basis of fair prices and 
fair profits 
4. Integration – improving the way the firms involved work together by using 
cooperation and building trust 
5. Benchmarks – setting measured targets that lead to continuous improvements in 
performance from project to project 
6. Project Processes – establishing standards and procedures that embody best practice 
based on process engineering 
7. Feedback – capturing lessons from projects and task forces to guide the development 
of strategy 
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The following figure shows the relationship of the seven pillars of partnering. (Bennett 
and Jayes, 1998) 
 
Figure 2 the interrelationship of the Seven Pillars of Partnering (Bennett and Jayes, 1998) 
 
These seven elements of Partnering form a controlled system to deal with the rapidly 
changing markets and technologies that shape today’s construction industry. In the next 
chapter, case studies in England will be done based on the elements identified. 
 
Larson (1997) had done an empirical study in the relationship between partnering 
activities and project success. It is found that different elements of the partnering process 
do contribute to project success and that they affect different aspects of project success. 
There are six project success measures which are meeting schedule, controlling cost, 
technical performance, customer needs, avoiding litigation and overall results. Below is a 
table showing the linkage of the elements of partnering with the above six success 
measures: 
 
 
Strategy 
Membership 
Equity
Integration 
Benchmarks 
Project Processes 
Feedback 
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 Meeting 
Schedule 
Controlling 
Cost 
Technical 
Performance 
Customer 
Needs 
Avoiding 
Litigation 
Overall Results
Teambuilding       
Conflict 
Identified 
      
Project Charter       
Fair Profit 
assumption 
      
Continuous 
Improvement 
      
Previous Work 
Experience 
      
Table 1 the linkage of the elements of partnering the above six success measures (Larson, 1997) 
From the result of the empirical study, partnering is found to contribute to both the soft 
side and hard side of project management. (Larson, 1997) For the soft side, including 
satisfying customer needs, avoiding litigation and overall result, can be improved by 
teambuilding, fair profit assumption. On the other hand, the hard side including meeting 
schedule, controlling cost and technical performance can be improved by identification of 
conflict and establishment of provision for continuous improvement. Teambuilding 
activities can give a sense of friendship among the participants but this feeling will vanish 
quickly once they face tough problems and complex challenges. Therefore, it is important 
for the participants to establish rules in advance for resolving conflicts and disagreement. 
 
From the study, it is found that different elements of partnering had their unique 
contribution to the success of the project. The study supports a comprehensive approach 
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of partnering. This suggests that attempts at partnering should not be restricted to one or 
two elements, but that the full range of partnering elements should be applied to all 
aspects of a project. (Larson, 1997) 
 
2.6 The process of Partnering 
 
From previous sections, different types of partnering are identified. Cowan et al. (1992) 
states that partnering can take different shapes and forms depending on contract nature, 
the number of participants involved, and prior experiences between contractors and 
owners. This means that there is not an ideal model for partnering. However, a consistent 
pattern of partnering can be observed. According to Bennett and Jayes (1995), four stages 
of partnering process are identified. Combining the partnering process models of 
Abudayyeh (1994), Crane et al. (1997) and Hellard (1995), five stages are identified as 
follow: 
Stage 1: The decision to use partnering 
Stage 2: Selection of the optimum partner 
Stage 3: Hold a partnering workshop and create partnering charter 
Stage 4: Hold follow-up workshops 
Stage 5: Hold a final workshop to ensure that the lessons learnt on the project are used to 
future project 
 
2.6.1 Five stages in the process of partnering 
 
Stage 1: The decision to use partnering 
 
At this stage, the client should determine its reason for adopting partnering approach. At 
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this stage, the client defines the needs for the organization and evaluates partnering as an 
option to fulfill these needs. The responsibilities to be performed by the two partners in 
the arrangement will also be allocated. There are three objectives at this stage. First of all, 
the business drivers of the company should be identified. Second, partnering is evaluated 
as the best means to achieve the established business drivers. Third, the company should 
prepare and align for partnering within the company. (Crane et al., 1997) 
 
By identifying the business drivers, the client’s company can ascertain which benefits it 
hopes to achieve through partnering. For example, business drivers could include 
reducing the frequency of projects going to litigation. (Crane et al., 1997) To evaluate the 
partnering if it can achieve the identified business drivers, the company considers the cost 
of partnering, the benefits of partnering, the contribution of partnering to meeting 
business drivers and the type of partnering desired. It is not easy to establish the 
contribution and benefits of partnering but the most common are reduced litigation, lower 
overhead etc. (Larson 1995; Weston and Gibson 1993) The type of partnering to be 
adopted will depend on the extent of involvement of the partner. For example, project 
partnering will be adopted for relationship that involves a limited number of projects. For 
internal alignment, the client’s company should assess its ability to partner based on 
company culture and work processes. Any barriers to partnering must be identified and 
reduced. For example, identification of new roles of employee in the new relationship is 
essential to reduce the fear of losing jobs. (Crane et al., 1997) This internal alignment 
ensures the partnering relationship stays right. 
 
A champion will be assigned at this stage and they are responsible to take up a leadership 
role in implementing partnering because they have an inherent belief in the principles of 
partnering. With the continuity of support from the champion, barriers of partnering can 
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be minimized and hence the chances of implementing a successful partnering relationship 
increase. (Crane et al., 1997) 
 
Stage 2: Selection of the Optimum partner 
 
Assume the activities in stage 1 have been conducted adequately, the criteria for selecting 
the partner should reflect the client’s business objectives and the partner selected will 
possess the qualities needed to accomplish those business objectives. The selection 
process of a partner is addressed in the CII (1991), a detailed methodology for partner 
evaluation and selection is included. Kumaraswamy et al. (2000) and Matthews J.D. et al. 
(1996) also introduce a detail selection process and criteria of subcontractors by main 
contractor. 
 
Crane et al. (1997) identify four critical success factors at this stage. They are the 
formation of an empowered selection team, the development of a list of partner selection 
criteria, the development of a list of potential partners and finally the screening of 
potential partners. These four critical success factors are in consistent with the selection 
process and criteria mentioned by Kumaraswamy et al. (2000) and Matthews et al. 
(1996). 
 
The selection team should consist of representatives from all departments that will be 
affected by partnering and should be empowered to either recommend or select a partner. 
This makes sure the selection team knows the specific needs to be met by the partner as 
related to their departments. According to Kumaraswamy et al. (2000), different post of 
the project should be included in subcontractors selection, they are the chief quantity 
surveyor, project estimator, project manager, appropriate engineer, project design 
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manager, and in certain instances, the architect for those trades with high aesthetical 
content, and a planner for those trades with critical programming implications. With all 
these members in the selection team, the team can make sure the partners selected can fit 
the requirements of the projects. 
 
The selection criteria of the partners should be developed based on the information 
gathered in stage one regarding the value-added services needed from a partner and the 
level of partnering that is desired. Below is a list of selection criteria of subcontractors 
suggested by Kumaraswamy et al. (2000): 
 
Contract Name Subcontractor 
Evaluation 
    Trade:_____ 
Date:…/…/…       
SC Name: 
Representative Name: 
SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6 
Design Ability 8      
Partnering Experience & 
Response 
4      
Level of Understanding 5      
Value Engineering – 
Preliminary Thoughts 
7      
Response to Construction 
Thoughts 
5      
Reaction to ‘Realistic 
Costs’ 
5      
Quality Awareness 8      
Total Score: 42      
Assessment made by: 
………….. 
60%      
Table 2 Pro Forma Employed for Subcontractor Interview (Each Subcontractor is marked from Total Score 
of 10 for Each Criterion. Also, Each Criterion Could Be Weighted Depending on Its Relative Importance, if 
Required) (Kumaraswamy et al, 2000) 
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The third successful factor which is the development of a list of potential partners, 
identifies company that can satisfactorily supply the value-added services discussed in 
stage 1. Adopting a rating system based on the selection criteria, it is helpful in narrowing 
the field of potential partner. The owner can approach the eligible partners after 
developing the list. (Crane et al., 1997) 
 
For the final success factor, the screening of potential partners is often done by 
conducting interview that evaluate the company’s culture, business practices, and ability 
to align business objectives. (Crane et al., 1997) There are two stages of subcontractors’ 
interview as suggested by Kumaraswamy et al. (2000), the first subcontractor interview 
assesses the partner abilities and also introduce the project and the philosophy of 
partnering and the team to the subcontractors, pricing details may also be handed over. 
The second subcontractors’ interview offers another opportunity to the potential partners 
to meet members of the project team if he/she had not fully understood the requirements 
of the project from the first interview. 
 
Stage 3: Initial workshop and Partnering Charter 
 
According to Bennett and Jayes (1998), the partners in a partnering arrangement work 
through workshops. At the initial workshop, the members agree mutual objectives, how 
decisions will be made and problems will be resolved, and what specific improvements 
they will make. 
 
The key players from each stakeholder organization at the workshop are those who will 
actually involved in contract performance and those with decision making authority. This 
initial workshop is led by a facilitator who explains the goals of the session and serves as 
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a moderator during the ensuring group discussion. (Abudayyeh, 1995) According to 
Hellard (1995), the facilitators should introduce the partnering concept and outline the 
objectives to be developed in the workshop. The facilitator could be used to develop the 
background knowledge to ensure all parties are on an equal footing of knowledge. 
 
After the above mentioned issues are discussed, two or more teams that represent the 
various parties involved are formed. Each team will be given time to write down their 
goals with respect to the project at hand and what they expect from the other parties. 
After the completion of this exercise, the facilitator asks each team to begin to present 
their thoughts on a chart pad and tries to match the goals and expectation of all the teams 
to formulate one common agreement that satisfies everyone. The entire process is held in 
a focused and disciplined discussion mode. At the end of the day an agreement is outlined. 
The agreement is then typed, signed by the participants, and distributed among all parties 
involved. (Abudayyeh, 1995) This agreement is the same as a partnering charter 
mentioned by Hellard (1995), Matthews et al. (1996) and other research in partnering. 
 
In this process of creation of partnering charter, the participants get to know one another 
and develop team attitudes rather than we/they attitudes. The facilitator plays a very 
important role in helping to establish these goals and getting real commitment to them 
earlier. (Hellard, 1995) As mentioned in earlier section, partnering is about working 
within an open and honest team spirit rather than the letter of the law. However, when 
considering strategic partnering there is a benefit in all parties developing an ‘agreement’. 
This charter lies next to the ‘contract’ and promotes the agreed way of working rather 
than being a legal commitment. (Matthews et al., 1996) 
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Stage 4: Follow-up workshops 
 
The workshop mentioned in stage 3 may be periodically repeated (every two or three 
months), if needed, to reemphasize the partnering relationship and remind the participants 
of teamwork advantages. The follow-up workshop is especially needed where the staff of 
any party to the charter has changed. These interim workshops may also be needed when 
poor communications develop with time, particularly on long-term project. (Abudayyeh, 
1995) These workshops provide the opportunities to evaluate progress towards the mutual 
objectives recorded in the partnering charter and to address any problems that have arisen 
concerning partnering. (Bennett and Jayes, 1995) 
 
Stage 5: Final workshop 
 
At the final stage, Bennett and Jayes (1998) state that it is useful to hold a final workshop 
to evaluate the effectiveness of the Partnering effort, recognize achievement, and identify 
lessons learned. The measured benefits provide a reliable basis for the workshop to 
ensure that the real improvements achieved are captured for future projects. In this way 
Partnering can provide a basis for the continuous improvement on which all really 
excellent organizations ultimately depend. (Bennett and Jayes, 1998) From the point of 
view of Hellard (1995), it is the final evaluation at this stage and is having a similar 
function with the final workshop. Through the evaluation, success and failures should 
also be recorded and, if possible, quantified as a basis for targets for continuous 
improvement on future work on future projects. For some time, these benchmarks will be 
valuable motivation for future projects. 
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2.6.2 Development of a joint evaluation process 
 
Besides the five stages mentioned above, the development of a joint evaluation process is 
important. In partnering, the effectiveness of the process participation is reviewed and 
evaluated periodically by all participants as evaluation by the contractor or by the owner 
only is not enough. Evaluation can be in different forms, such as written form, through 
periodic meetings of the key players, and periodic executive meetings. It must be noted 
that the evaluation includes recognition of positive behaviour and not just deficiencies. 
(Hellard, 1995) 
 
2.7 The problems of implementing partnering and the solutions 
 
Over the past two decades, partnering has been considered as an innovative approach to 
the procurement of construction services in the industry. It can lower the risks of cost 
overruns and delays as a result of better time and cost control over the project (Cowan et 
al. 1992; Moore et al. 1992) However, the success of partnering is totally dependent on 
the people who drive it. (Slater, 1998) Therefore, there are potential problems that impede 
the success of partnering projects. 
 
As partnering requires everyone to commit himself or herself to the process (CII, 1991), 
failures may occur once there are participants who have discomfort in trusting others. 
Chan et al. (2003) identifies the problems of partnering practice with particular reference 
to Hong Kong. An extensive literature review is done and it indicates that common 
problems of partnering can be grouped under nine major headings: 
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1. Misunderstanding of Partnering Concept 
2. Relationship Problems 
3. Cultural barriers 
4. Uneven commitment 
5. Communication Problems 
6. Lack of continuous improvement 
7. Inefficient problem solving 
8. Insufficient efforts to keep partnering going 
9. Discreditable relationship 
 
From the analysis of the data collected by questionnaires, there are three problems which 
are considered as the most significant in Hong Kong. (Chan et al., 2003) “Facing 
commercial pressure to compromise on the partnering attitude” is perceived as the most 
significant problem and “little experience with the partnering approach” and “uneven 
levels of commitment among project participants” are considered as the second and third 
most significant problems. The three groups of respondents which are clients, contractors 
and consultants share a general concordance in ranking the top three problems. The result 
is consistent with the findings of CII (1996) in Australia which means that project 
stakeholders need to reach a balance between commercial interests and partnering 
attitudes. Bresnen and Marshall (2000) also state that the contracting parties found it 
difficult to balance the need for development of trust among them and the more 
adversarial actions of the contractual issues. Moore et al. (1992) also states that the 
uneven level of commitment was a major factor leading to partnering failure, and 
therefore the contracting parties could not fully develop mutual trust and effectively 
implement commitment. 
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2.7.1 The solutions to the problems of implementation 
 
From the above section, the problems of implementing partnering are observed. 
Therefore, in order to ensure the partnering arrangement is successful, there are measures 
to minimize the problems as much as possible. From the observation, partnering will not 
succeed through agreements and procedures alone. In order to ensure the partnering 
arrangement is successful, careful partners selection is needed. 
For selection of partnering, Kumaraswamy et al. (2000) and Matthews et al. (1996) both 
present research that use survey data to design a selection process of subcontractors. They 
establish a partnering process that helps to set up procurement, design the selection 
criteria and finalize the selection and appointment of subcontractors. In the selection of 
subcontractors, the first two criteria in the first interview are: 
 
1. Understanding of the partnering concept; 
2. Response to partnering; 
 
These two criteria ensure the potential partner has a basic understanding of the partnering 
concept. This can avoid the failure of partnering due to the reason of lacking of 
partnering experience. According to Bennett and Jayes (1998), a formal selection process 
should be adopted. Time and resource should be made available for a carefully set out 
step by step process as choosing competent partners is crucial to the success of a 
partnering arrangement. Bennett and Jayes (1998) state that the kind of certainty needed 
for partnering to flourish requires firms who are prepared to have a longer term view. 
Partners should be selected based on a broad evaluation of their competence and culture – 
not just on price. The culture of the potential partner is a major factor as it is not easy for 
people who have adopted traditional approach to suddenly change to partnering approach. 
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Details of the selection of potential partner are mentioned in the previous section in the 
process of partnering. 
 
2.8 Partnering within the supply chain 
 
In the supply chain, the relationship between the main contractor and the subcontractors 
is always neglected. The current partnering literature mostly concentrate on the 
arrangement of client-main contractor relationship, with little reference to the main 
contractor-subcontractors relationship. (Kumaraswamy et al, 2000)  
 
To improve the overall project outcomes, the relationship between the main contractor 
and the subcontractors is very important. Hinze and Tracy (1994) identify how 
subcontracts are placed in the United States and they out forward a series of 
recommendations to improve the subcontractor-main contractor relationship. In the UK, 
the Latham Report (Latham, 1994) provides a focus and motivation to explore 
improvements in main contractor-subcontractor relationship for the benefit of the 
industry as a whole. For selection of subcontractors, the Latham Report has the following 
recommendation: 
 
“Partnering arrangements are also beneficial between firms. Some main contractors have 
developed long term relationships with subcontractors. That is welcome. Such 
arrangements should have the principal objective of improving performance and reducing 
costs for clients. They should not become ‘cosy’. The construction process exists to 
satisfy the client. Good relationships based on mutual trust benefit clients.” (Latham, 
1994) 
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Based on the report of the CPN Workshop (1997), to make a partnering arrangement 
successful, the relationship must extend all the way down the supply chain right to the 
source if maximum benefits are to be achieved. For example, the misunderstanding of 
clients’ requirements can be reduced with frequent communication with the client. This 
applies particularly to operational requirements so that the contractor understands what 
can be changed and what cannot. From a supplier’s point of view, these benefits can only 
be passed on if the personnel remain in common to ensuring contracts and with the 
sub-contractors agreement that the same teams will be deployed on the partnering 
contracts. 
 
In order to show the importance of partnering within the supply chain, a successful 
strategic partnering agreement called the North Tyneside Partnering Agreement’ (NTPA) 
will be used as case study. 
 
A case study: the NTPA 
 
North Tyneside is a local authority governing an area to the north of the city of 
Newcastle-upon-tyne in the northeast of England. The authority is responsible for the 
construction, replacement and maintenance of a large stock of public buildings, including 
public housing, schools and other non-housing provision. In 2000, the North Tynside 
Council entered the North Tuneside Partnering Agreement (NTPA) which is a strategic 
partnering framework with three contractors. This arrangement lasted for three years and 
it involved 50 projects which worth $80 million. 
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Over three years, the NTPA had achieved mainly 5 achievements: 
 
1. better relationships – no litigation or claims 
2. high level of client and user satisfaction 
3. better time performance – with one project finishing a full year ahead of schedule 
4. better value – with average 25% cost savings on the trades engaged on a strategic 
basis 
5. better project – by engaging the supply chain 
 
 
The NTPA report (Reference) had reported that early in the life of the arrangement, it 
became apparent that significant savings were possible by exploiting supply chains but 
that these gains would only come when key elements of the whole project supply chain 
had been properly identified and engaged. These became the source of the most dramatic 
improvements in COST and VALUE. 
 
For the benefits of strategic partnering to be fully exploited in the interest of the clients, 
there is a certain depth that the long-term supply chain engagements need to reach.  
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(NTPA Report) 
From the above figure, typically two-thirds of construction cost flows through the 
specialist subcontractors. Moreover, a large part of material and life cycle costs are 
dictated by the specified manufacturers. 
 
As the nature of the traditional design process is fragmented, it meant that the designer 
should be a technical expert in all construction elements. However, the reality is that the 
designer is only having limited knowledge of different systems and products. Therefore, 
the designer fails to consider the generic range of design solution available to 
performance requirements.  
 
To solve the problem, under a strategic partnering arrangement, a best-value supply chain 
can be established for repetitive use over the term of the alliance. Different supply chains 
have different features, a common arrangement would involve a manufacturer, a 
distribution and wholesale network and the subcontractor for installation. The 
engagement of partnering in supply chain begins with the selection of the subcontractors. 
The subcontractors were chosen for their ability to aid the integrated project process, in 
light of their submission on cost and undertakings on timely performance. The 
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subcontractors’ ability to value-engineer model schemes is a central matter in the 
selection process. This ensures the specification and configuration of components are 
incorporated leanly within the individual project designs. Besides the subcontractors, 
manufacturers are selected on a different basis. The comparable effects of their products 
and systems upon life-cycle cost will be considered. A distribution network is then built 
around the economies of scale provided by an exclusive arrangement with such a large 
repeat client. The manufacturer will dispense with its usual distributors and instead the 
subcontractors will take stock of full consignments of specified products as they know 
the client will expend those resources over a number of schemes. 
 
This long-term arrangements and commercial economies of scale created through 
strategic engagement of manufacturing partners, when couple with the value-engineering 
expertise of the subcontractors, has generated cost reduction of 17% for floor finishes and 
27% of suspended ceiling in the NTPA. In addition to this, these elements now enshrine 
several value improvements in terms of component durability, thereby reducing the 
building cost-in-use. 
 
From what we can observe, the benefits bought from partnering with the supply chain are 
significant and it is the major source of improvement of cost and value as mentioned in 
the NTPA report. As a large percentage of work is done by the subcontractors, only by 
having involvement right down the line and selecting people with suitable attitudes, can 
the culture change be achieved and allow the partnering principles to work. (Workshop 
report, 1997) This raises the awareness of adopting partnering principle in subcontractor 
selection. In addition to this, this strengthens the objective of this research, which is to 
recommend a partnering methodology to improve the relationship between the main 
contractor and subcontractors. 
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2.9 Relational Contracting in Hong Kong Construction Industry 
 
In various industries, “Relational Contracting” in its various guise like “Long term 
Partnering”, “Collaborative Contracting” and many other similar terms is increasingly 
popular. Its popularity can be explained by a continued admiration towards “Eastern” 
style contracting, namely the Japanese attitudes towards economics and business that 
challenges accepted Western norms. (Alsagoff and McDermott, 1994) Relational 
contracting is considered as an ideal solution that offers the benefits of vertical 
integration and at the same time maintains the flexibility afforded by competitive markets. 
(Morris and Imrie, 1993) 
 
Relational contracting refers to the existence of long term relationships between the 
parties of the contract, based upon a series of short term transactions. The relationships 
can be a deliberate creation at the outset or borne out of the interaction between the 
parties over time. The contract in relational contracting is viewed as a continuation of 
previous and future transactions instead of a discreet single transaction. This view is in 
contrast with both the legal contractual models and neoclassical economics which both 
tend to study contracts in its isolated existence. (Alsagoff and McDermott, 1994) 
 
From the observation of MacNeil (1978), most long term contractual and business 
relationships, the legal mechanisms offered by the specific contracts are not followed 
strictly but mutually accepted guidelines exists to govern the transactions. However, it 
must be noted that relational contracting is not applied to all industry. According to 
Alsagoff and McDermott (1994), it is applied to businessmen who operate within a 
dynamic standpoint constantly pulled by contractual, economic and behavioural forces. 
This situation is particularly significant in complex, lengthy and evolving transactions 
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where the circumstances underlying the contract may change overtime. It can be 
observed that the need to maintain relationships is more important than the short term 
gains seized by enforcing the appropriate contractual machinery. (Alsagoff and 
McDermott, 1994) 
 
Based on the literature reviewed, there are three requirements for relational contracting: 
- a long term organization should exist which embodied more than one business entities 
- any formal employment or any form of formal governance between these entities 
does not exist 
- continuation of future dealings is expected between the entities 
 
Although the idea of relational contracting is quite similar to that of ‘strategic partnering’, 
a formal procedure does not exist in relational contracting and the confusing of this two 
arrangements should be avoided. 
 
Base on the above mentioned situation, construction industry fits well with relational 
contracting. Indeed, there are examples from Japan for instance where relational 
contracting has become a preferred procurement route even in government contracts. In 
Hong Kong, Choi (1999) had explored the use of relational contracting in the supply 
chain. As most of the subcontractors in Hong Kong lack management skills and have low 
level of working capital, they need to maintain a constant volume of work which can 
ensure a constant cash flow in the company in order to stay in business. From the 
subcontractor’s point of view, a guaranteed workload can be partly assured by an ongoing 
trading relationship with the contractors. The chance of being selected by the contractor 
in the next project is also increased. From the main contractor’s point of view, due to the 
extensive subcontracting in construction industry, a reliable and trust-worthy 
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subcontractor can guarantee the quality of work. These are the reason why a long term 
relationship can be observed between the main contractor and subcontractor in Hong 
Kong construction industry. (Choi, 1999) 
 
Examples can be found in Hong Kong including Shui On and its supplier, Gammon and 
Swire. Benefits such as smoother operations, reduction of effort of following up the 
purchase orders, fewer time overruns can be found in their relational contracting 
relationship. (Choi, 1999) 
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Chapter 3 The Questionnaire Survey & Follow-up 
Interviews 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
In Chapter 2, extensive literature review is done for understanding the development, 
benefits, problems, process and applications of partnering in the construction industry. It 
is found that the relationship between the project participants is the key determinant for a 
success in a partnering arrangement and it directly affects the performance in quality and 
time. Therefore, it is important to identify the essential elements for a cooperative 
relationship between the main contractors and subcontractors. In addition to this, the 
exploration of the current use of partnering is helpful in determining the methodology 
which is particularly suitable in the construction industry in Hong Kong. By using 
questionnaires and follow up interviews, the use of partnering and the relationship 
between the main contractor and subcontractors can be analyzed. 
 
3.2 Research Objectives 
 
These questionnaires focus on the relationship of the main contractor and subcontractors 
in the supply chain in the construction industry in Hong Kong. As the objective of this 
research is to recommend a partnering methodology to improve the relationship, there are 
several objectives of these questionnaires and follow-up interviews for collecting suitable 
information for this research: 
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1. to assess the requirements of main contractors from the point of view of 
subcontractors 
2. to assess the requirements of subcontractors from the point of view of main 
contractors 
3. to identify the main problems in the relationship between the main contractors and 
subcontractors in the Hong Kong construction industry 
 
In addition to the above three objectives which are consistent with that of the dissertation, 
two additional objectives are set up in order to develop a partnering methodology for the 
recommendation at the end of this dissertation to improve the overall performance of the 
construction industry in Hong Kong. 
 
4. to identify the current procedures of partnering adopted in practice of construction 
industry in Hong Kong 
5. to study the future potential of partnering adoption in the construction industry in 
Hong Kong 
 
 
3.3 Research Methodology 
 
In order to achieve the above objectives, the collection of data is divided into two stages: 
 
1. questionnaires 
2. follow-up interviews 
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Stage 1: 
 
Two questionnaires are developed for the main contractors and subcontractors 
respectively. These questionnaires solicit the views of practitioners on the relationship of 
the supply chain and the partnering methodology adopted in the construction industry of 
Hong Kong. 
 
Since one of the focuses of the questionnaire is to identify the existing problems in 
relationships in the supply chain, the target respondents are not limited to those who have 
experienced partnering. In the selection of respondents, random sampling is used so that 
every possible respondent has the same probability of being selected. The respondents are 
private main contractors and subcontractors in Hong Kong. A contractor list is obtained 
from the Hong Kong Construction Association and 80 contractors are randomly selected 
from the list. 
 
Stage 2: 
 
In addition to the questionnaires, follow-up interviews are conducted to strengthen the 
result of the survey. The interviewees chosen are the main contractor and subcontractor 
with partnering experience in Hong Kong. In interviewing those having partnering 
experience in Hong Kong, it is helpful in assessing the applicability of partnering 
methodology from the literature and hence contributes to the development of a partnering 
methodology for the supply chain in Hong Kong. 
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3.4 Sample Size and Response Rate 
 
3.4.1 Sample Size 
 
In total, 80 questionnaires were distributed by mail to main contractors and 
subcontractors in the construction industry in Hong Kong. Among the respondents, there 
were 28 main contractors and 52 subcontractors. The subcontractors surveyed ranged 
from foundation contractors to small “labour-only” groups. Not all of the respondents had 
experience of partnering with main contractors or subcontractors. From the analysis of 
the replies of questionnaires, contractors with experience and suggestions on partnering 
methodology were chosen to be interviewed. 
 
Sampling sizes for the two stages were: 
 
Stage 1: 
Respondents Distributed Replied 
Main contractors 28 5 
Subcontractors 52 13 
Total 80 18 
 
Stage 2: 
Interviewees  
Main contractors 2 
Subcontractors 2 
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3.4.2 Response Rate 
 
80 questionnaires were sent out and 18 replies were received, which represented a 
response rate of 22.5%. The response rate for research in Hong Kong is commonly 
known to be low. Therefore, in order to improve the response rate, the names of the target 
respondents were addressed in the cover letter and both email and letter were adopted for 
the distribution of questionnaires. 
 
3.4.3 Background of the respondents 
 
Over 94% of the respondents have over 10 years of experience, this ensures a high 
explanatory power of the result and the misunderstanding of the definitions involved is 
minimized. The respondents are all directors of their companies, which include Project 
Manager, Senior Project Manager, Construction Manager, Quality Assurance Manager 
and Estimating Manager. Since the respondents have various senior positions in the 
company, the response is more comprehensive and representative of the construction 
industry in general in Hong Kong. 
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3.5 The Questionnaire Survey 
 
3.5.1 Development of Questionnaires 
 
The design of the questionnaires is based on established principles of partnering and 
questionnaires from several literature reviewed. The questionnaires content is developed 
based on a questionnaire survey adopted in Kumaraswamy et al. (2000) and Matthews et 
al. (1996). In these two papers, the objectives are to develop a procurement approach, 
incorporating partnering elements, in order to improve the relationship between main 
contractors and subcontractors. The strategy in these two papers covered three main 
areas. 
 
? what main contractors want from subcontractors; 
? what subcontractors want from main contractors; 
? literature review of partnering 
 
In both papers, a partnering approach including the selection procedures of partners is 
subsequently developed and employed. In order to explore the possibility of developing a 
partnering methodology that can be adopted in the construction industry in Hong Kong, 
the above strategy is used in this research with slight modification. In addition to the 
above two papers, a paper of Hinze (1994) is also used for the development of the 
questionnaires. This paper is an exploratory study in the relationship of main 
contractor-subcontractor from the point of view of subcontractor. In order to study the 
problems existing in the relationship, questionnaires were used. Recommendations were 
also made at the end of the paper. 
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In the questionnaires for main contractors and subcontractors in this research, basic 
subject areas were identified before questions were formulated. The following were 
identified as being important. 
 
? Main contractor-subcontractor relationship; 
? Partnering; 
? Subcontracting practices and processes; and 
? Adversarial practices adopted by the main contractor and subcontractors. 
 
Questions to be incorporated into questionnaires were in the first instance identified by 
referring to the three papers mentioned above. 
 
3.5.2 Structure of questionnaires 
 
The questionnaires for both main contractors and subcontractors consisted of three parts.  
 
For the questionnaire for main contractors, the three parts are: 
? Requirements of subcontractors from the point of view of main contractor; 
? Relationship with subcontractors; 
? Identification of problems in supply chain.  
 
For the questionnaire for subcontractors, the three parts are: 
? Requirements of main contractors from the point of view of subcontractors; 
? Relationship with main contractors; 
? Identification of problems in supply chain. 
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The sample of the questionnaires is attached in the Appendix. The questions in each 
section of the questionnaires are similar for both main contractors and subcontractors. In 
the first part, the questions are mainly about the characteristics and features of contractors 
which have beneficial and detrimental effects to the relationship in the supply chain. This 
part plays an important role in developing a partnering methodology which can improve 
the relationship in the supply chain. In the second part, partnering experience of the 
respondents and the comments on the specific type were also identified. By knowing the 
type of partnering experienced by the respondents, the extent of use of the partnering can 
be observed. Besides, follow-up interviews can be arranged to obtain the current most 
updated practice of partnering in Hong Kong. In the third part, problems in the 
subcontracting practices and procedures are identified. Improvement can be made in 
these areas for the partnering methodology to be recommended in this research. 
 
As mentioned before, these questionnaires were sent out to contractors randomly without 
specifying those who have experienced partnering. Therefore, most of the questions were 
designed in such a way that all contractors can answer them. However, since it is 
expected that a part of the contractors have experience of partnering, questions about 
partnering experience were incorporated in the part two of the questionnaires. With the 
incorporating of this part, follow-up interviews were arranged for two main contractor 
and two subcontractor to learn about the actual difference and difficulties that can be 
found in the implementation of partnering. 
 
In part two of the questionnaires, contractors were asked if they had experience on each 
of the three types of relationship. Since the definition of the relationship may vary among 
the respondents, a definition of the three types of relationship is provided at the beginning 
of the questionnaires for a consistent and reliable feedback. As mentioned in the literature 
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review, there is not a fixed universal definition of partnering. This may lead to a result of 
a research which cannot represent the situations in Hong Kong. Therefore, a definition of 
the three types of relationship in Hong Kong context is adopted in the questionnaires. In 
these questionnaires, the definition of Choi (1999) which were identified in the Hong 
Kong context is adopted. This ensures the feedback of the respondents is reliable and 
consistent. 
 
3.5.3 Methodology of Analysis of the questionnaires 
 
In these questionnaires, different types of questions are involved. There are priority 
ranking questions and Yes/No questions. By using priority ranking questions, the level of 
significance of each option can be assessed and it is used to screen out those which are 
not significant from the point of view of the respondents. For Yes/No questions, the 
percentage of respondents can be used to reflect the current practice in the industry and 
also compare the point of view from the two parties. 
 
Different methods are used for analysis of these two types of questions. For priority 
ranking questions, the weighted average score (WAS), expressed as a score with 
maximum score of 5 is used. Weights of 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 are allocated to the 
corresponding ranking of the options and the total weighted score can then be calculated. 
For example, in question 1, there are five options ranging from ‘Very Serious’ to ‘No 
effect’. A score of 5 is given to the rank 1 option ‘Very Serious’ and a score of 1 is given 
to the rank 5 option ‘No effect’. Scores of 4, 3, and 2 are given to the options in between. 
The corresponding score of each option is added together to calculate the weighted score 
(WS) in total. The weighted score is then divided by the total number of respondents of 
the questionnaires and it is the Weighted Average Score (WAS). The WAS can indicate 
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the significance of the options in the questionnaires. For the options with a WAS over 2.5, 
they are considered to be significant. 
 
In order to compare the relative importance of the options in priority ranking questions, 
the relative importance index (Kumaraswamy, 1998) is used. The relative importance of 
each option is complied on a scale from 0 to 1 as in Equation 1. The ‘relative importance 
index’ is summarized below; RIp of the pth option expressed as: 
 
HN
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i
i
p ×=
∑
=1 ----- (1) 
 
where ri = rating given by the ith respondents (ranging from 0 to 5) ‘0’ is ‘not important’ 
and ‘5’ is important; H = highest rating (5 in this case); N = total number of respondents. 
 
For part of the questions in the questionnaires for the main contractors and subcontractors, 
the questions and options provided are identical. A comparison of their point of view is 
useful in determining the elements needed in a partnering methodology. In order to do 
this, a ‘Percentage Agreement’ (PA) is also used to assess the degree of agreement 
between the two parties. Before calculating the Percentage Agreement, a ‘Rank 
Agreement Factor’ (RAF) and the maximum RAFmax should be computed according to 
the procedures of Kumaraswamy and Dissanayaka (1998) below in equation 2 and 3 
respectively. In general, for any two groups, if the ranks of the ith item in Groups 1 and 2 
are Ri1 and Ri2, respectively; and if N is the total number of items; then the ‘Rank 
Agreement Factor’ (RAF) is expressed as: 
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The maximum possible RAF (RAFmax) could also be calculated as follows, assuming that 
when the rank of the ith item in Group 1 is i, then the rank of the corresponding item in 
Group 2 is j, where j=N-i+1 (i.e. ranked at the other extreme) 
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The ‘Percentage Disagreement’ (PD) is then expressed as 
max
100
RAF
RAF× . The 
‘Percentage Agreement’ (PA) can then be obtained from the following equation: 
 
PDPA −=100  ----- (4) 
 
For Yes/No questions, the percentage of respondents choosing Yes/No is used to get a 
better understanding of current construction industry in Hong Kong. 
 
In the following sections, the three parts of the questionnaires will be analyzed 
respectively. For each part, the view of main contractors and subcontractors will be 
analyzed and a comparison will be made between the two parties whenever it is possible.  
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3.5.4 Analysis of questionnaires: Part I 
 
Part I: 
 
A. Requirements of subcontractors from the point of view of main contractors 
B. Requirements of main contractors from the point of view of subcontractors 
 
This stage aimed at assessing the requirements of subcontractors from the point of view 
of main contractors and the requirements of main contractors from the point of view of 
subcontractors in order to identify how improvement can be made for the operations of 
each party. In addition to this, a holistic view is also obtained on how practices and 
approaches between the main contractor and subcontractors could be improved and what 
features of their relationships were perceived to be important or unimportant. Questions 
for main contractors are labeled with ‘(MC)’ and those for subcontractors are labeled with 
‘(SC)’. Those questions which are labeled with ‘(MC & SC)’ are designed for both 
parties. 
 
Part I / (MC) Question 1: What characteristics of a subcontractor can have a 
detrimental effect on the relationship between it and the main contractor? 
 
Four options are provided in this question, they are insufficient capital of subcontractors, 
insufficient working experience of subcontractors, slow response to requests for 
information from main contractors and subcontractors cannot follow the schedule of 
work. These four options are chosen based on the research of Kumaraswamy et al. 
(2000). 
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Result:  
 
Options WAS RII 
I. Insufficient capital of 
subcontractors 
3.8 0.76 
II. Insufficient working 
experience of 
subcontractors 
3.6 0.72 
III. Slow response to 
request for information 
from main contractor 
3.6 0.72 
IV. Subcontracts cannot 
follow the schedule of 
work 
4.2 0.84 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
From the response of the 5 main contractors, all the weighted average score for each of 
the four options exceeds 2.5 which mean all of the four options are significant in 
detrimental effect on the relationship between the subcontractors and the main contractor. 
Although all the four options are significant, difference in significance can be found 
among them by the result of RII. In terms of significance, option IV comes first, option I 
is the second and both option II and III comes third with the same RII. 
 
The data shows that the ability of keeping the work on schedule is one of the ultimate 
requirements of subcontractors from the point of view of main contractors. This can be 
explained by the same requirement of main contractors from the point of view of the 
clients. According to Kumaraswamy and Palaneeswarab (1999), promptness is one of the 
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prequalification criteria of main contractors from the point of view of clients. Take a 
residential development as an example, the clients always want to sell their development 
when the market price is high. In case there is delay in the completion of the project, the 
market may suffer an economic downturn and hence the profit made by the client may be 
greatly reduced. Based on the conditions of contract, if the main contractor fails to 
complete the work by the date of completion, the main contractor shall pay or allow to 
the client a sum calculated at the rate stated in the said appendix as Liquated and 
Ascertained Damages, and the client may deduct such sum from any monies due or to 
become due to the main contractor under the contract. Even though there exists a clause 
of extension of time, high risk is on the main contractor side as the client is on a more 
powerful position. Besides, this option makes the management of subcontract works 
much difficult. Based on the opinions given by Mr. Levy from Bauer Hong Kong Ltd., 
space on the site is allocated to different subcontractor for their work, in case a 
subcontractor cannot follow the schedule of work, work of other contractors may be 
interrupted and further rearrangement of space will be needed. As a result, extra time and 
resource are needed and it may cause a delay on the whole programme. 
 
For option I and II, they are actually the causes of subcontracts which cannot follow the 
schedule of work. Based on the opinions of Mrs. Chiu from Tak Hing Construction Co. 
Ltd., cashflow is the lifeblood of subcontractors and it can be guaranteed through 
adoption of partnering arrangement. Without sufficient capital, the cashflow of the 
subcontractors may become negative which make them impossible to hire sufficient 
labour. This leads to a delay of work. From the point of view of Mr. Clewes from 
Gammon Construction Ltd., working experience of a subcontractor determines the 
capability of carrying out work satisfactorily. As a subcontractor, their values are their 
specialty skills and experience in construction work. There is no reason to choose a 
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subcontractor who are lacking of experience and it would cause only delay on the project. 
 
In addition to the options provided in the questionnaires, Mr. Clewes had mentioned three 
extra characteristics of a subcontractor which can have a detrimental effect on the 
relationship between it and the main contractor. These three characteristics are inadequate 
resources (right staff, labour and equipment), poor safety record and quality and the lack 
of collaboration of the subcontractors. The first two characteristics are also related to the 
ability of the subcontractor in following the schedule of work. The lack of collaboration 
of the subcontractors is related to the management issue of the main contractor. Since 
there are more than one subcontractor on site, collaboration among the subcontractors 
and with main contractor is very important to ensure each party can perform their work 
properly. Disputes among the subcontractors and main contractor arise due to lack of 
collaboration and this seriously affects the relationship between the two parties. 
 
 
Part I / (SC) Question 1: What characteristics of a main contractor have a detrimental 
effect on the relationship between it and the subcontractor? 
 
Four options are provided in this question, they are poor site management, imbalance of 
risk sharing in subcontract conditions, poor supervision by the main contractor and late 
payment by the main contractor. These four options are chosen based on the research of 
Kumaraswamy et al. (2000). 
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Result: 
 
Options WAS RII 
I. Poor site management 4 0.8 
II. Imbalance of risk 
sharing in subcontract 
conditions 
3.692 0.7438 
III. Poor supervision by the 
main contractor 
3.462 0.692 
IV. Late payment by main 
contractor 
4.538 0.908 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
As the WAS for all the options exceed 2.5, they are considered to be significant. However, 
based on the RII, the difference of the degree of the detrimental effects of these options 
could be observed. From the subcontractors’ point of view, it would appear that late 
payment by main contractors has the most detrimental effect on their relationship. This 
can be explained by the importance of cashflow to a contractor which are already 
mentioned in the previous question for subcontractors. In order to survive in the industry, 
a subcontractor should maintain a positive cashflow and this mainly relies on a prompt 
payment from the main contractor. Many disputes in construction industry arise due to 
payment issues and that is the reason why it can affect very much on the relationship 
between the two parties. 
 
Poor site management by the main contractor is second in importance from the point of 
view of subcontractors. As reported in section 3.6 (Follow-up interviews), according to 
Mr. Levy from Bauer Hong Kong Limited, poor site management can always be observed 
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in the construction industry. The main contractors don’t always plan the subcontractor’s 
work properly. For example, the main contractor should be responsible for traffic 
management and utility divergence. If the main contractor does not plan properly, the 
work of the subcontractors will be delayed and this leads to disputes with the 
subcontractors. 
 
The third characteristic of a main contractor which has detrimental effect on the 
relationship is the imbalance of risk sharing in subcontract conditions. In the construction 
industry in Hong Kong, the main contractor is in a more powerful position, so the risk is 
swallowed by the subcontractors. Based on the opinion given by Mr. Levy, once risk is 
placed on the side of subcontractors, there will be claims, arguments and quality 
problems. 
 
The fourth characteristic is the poor supervision by the main contractor, this characteristic 
is considered to have the least detrimental effect on the relationship. This is mainly due to 
specialist nature of the type of work of subcontractor, main contractor has the role in 
management instead of supervision. That’s why there are difference in the point of view 
of poor management and poor supervision by main contractors.
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Part I / (MC) Question 2: What are the most important features of a subcontractor? 
 
In this question, four options are provided. They are supervision and management 
characteristics, reliability to achieve scheduled events, sufficient capital, working 
experience and close relationship with MC. These options are chosen based on the 
research of Kumaraswamy et al. (2000)  
 
Result: 
 
Options WAS RII 
I. Supervision and 
management 
characteristics 
4.2 0.84 
II. Reliability to achieve 
scheduled events 
4.2 0.84 
III. Sufficient Capital 4 0.8 
IV. Working Experience 4.2 0.84 
V. Close relationship with 
MC 
3.6 0.72 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
Among the five options, there are three options with the highest WAS. They are option I, 
II and IV. This result is consistent with the response from the main contractors in question 
1. Option II and Option IV which are reliability to achieve scheduled events and working 
experience respectively, the importance of these two options are analyzed in the previous 
section. 
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Based on a follow-up interview with Mr. Clewes, supervision and management 
characteristics are important in determining the capability of a subcontractor in executing 
the work. As mentioned before, more than one subcontractor works on a site. Disputes 
can be easily raised due to tight working space and schedule. As a result, subcontractors 
with good supervision and management skills and experience can minimize the 
occurrence of disputes among the subcontractors and ensure the schedule of work can be 
followed. For option III, the sufficient capital of a subcontractor is another criterion in the 
selection of subcontractor which guarantees the capability of completing the work. 
 
From the findings, option V is the least significant among the five features of a 
subcontractor. As reviewed in section 2.7 which are the problems of implementing 
partnering, relationship problem is one of the major causes of failure in a partnering 
arrangement. The result reveals that the importance of the relationship between the main 
contractors and subcontractors is relatively low from the point of view of main 
contractors. This result is not unusual as the traditional culture of the construction 
industry is adversarial in nature. In practice, in order to get a job from the main contractor, 
subcontractor submits a tender price which is as low as possible. Always, the lowest 
tender may have originated from inaccurate estimating, inadequate risk provisions, 
deliberate decision to use substandard resources, and/or even “smart” pricing strategies 
aimed at generating claims for extra payments through contractual loopholes. 
(Kumaraswamy et al., 2000) On the other hand, the situation in a partnering arrangement 
is completely different. With a close relationship between the main contractor and 
subcontractor, the two parties trust one another and a fair risk sharing can be achieved. 
Based on the opinion given by a Mr. Levy from Bauer Hong Kong Limited, as the 
subcontractors are always on a weaker position, they always need to submit a tender price 
which they cannot make any profit at all. To solve this problem, only a fair risk sharing 
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environment can eliminate the unhealthy practices mentioned above. This result reflects 
the need for the main contractors and subcontractors in learning the benefits brought by a 
partnering arrangement. 
 
In addition to the five options provided, Mr. Clewes who are the Senior Project Manager 
of Gammon Construction Limited, pointed out two additional features which he thinks is 
important for a subcontractor. They are the attitude and safety and quality performance. 
For safety and quality performance, its importance is already mentioned in the previous 
section. In the research of Kumaraswamy et al. (2000), attitude is one of the criteria 
employed in the selection of subcontractors. From the point of view of a main contractor, 
positive attitude of a subcontractor is required. The attitude can be assessed based on its 
enthusiasm for the project, past experience of similar work and quality awareness. 
 
 
Part I / (SC) Question 2: What are the most important features of a main contractor? 
 
In this question, four options are provided. They are effective site management by the 
main contractor, willingness to share risk in contract conditions, sufficient capital, 
working experience and close relationship with SC. These options are chosen based on 
the research of Kumaraswamy et al. (2000) 
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Result: 
 
Options WAS RII 
I. Effective site 
management by the 
main contractor 
4.308 0.862 
II. Willingness to share 
risk in contract 
conditions 
3.769 0.754 
III. Sufficient Capital 4.385 0.877 
IV. Working Experience 3.769 0.754 
V. Close relationship with 
subcontractor 
3.615 0.723 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
Among these five options, three of them are identical with those for main contractors and 
comparison can be made between the two parties. The result appears that sufficient 
capital is one of the most important features of a main contractor. This result is consistent 
with that of question 1. In question 1, late payment of main contractor has the most 
detrimental effect on the relationship. In order to avoid this problem, the main contractor 
should have sufficient capital which can minimize the possibility of late payment. On the 
other hand, from the main contractor point of view, sufficient capital is not the most 
important feature of subcontractors as their value is their skills and no payment should be 
made by the subcontractors. 
 
Effective site management is just slightly less important than sufficient capital and it is 
also consistent with the result of question 1. In question 1, poor site management comes 
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behind late payment by main contractor. The importance of site management is already 
mentioned in question 1 and it can reduce claims, arguments and quality problems. 
Supports can be found in the report of follow-up interviews in section 3.6. 
 
‘Willingness to share risk’ and ‘Working experience’ have the same RII. Based on the 
interviews of Mr. Levy from Bauer Hong Kong Limited, imbalance of risk sharing is 
considered to be a major factor causing poor performance of construction industry. The 
relative important index is a bit low and this may due to the general acceptance of this 
culture in the construction industry. As mentioned by Mr. Levy, subcontractor is in a 
weaker position in the construction industry. Since this situation becomes part of the 
culture, subcontractors may be reluctant to change and this explains the relatively low 
importance. At present, most of the works are done by subcontractors, so ‘Working 
Experience’ of main contractor may only be useful in supervising works and rather the 
management experience is the major concern of subcontractors. Comparing with main 
contractors, working experience is one of the most important features of subcontractor as 
this directly affects the programme and quality of work. 
 
From the result, it appears that the least important feature is the close relationship with 
subcontractor. This result is consistent with the response from main contractors. Actually, 
this feature is an essential element of a partnering arrangement. It is reasonable for this 
result as this relationship is rarely seen in an adversarial culture in the construction 
industry in Hong Kong. The benefits bought from it are still not noticed by some 
practitioners in Hong Kong and it is not easy to change the thinking of people as 
mentioned by Mr. Levy.
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Part I / (MC) Question 3: What do main contractors usually concentrate on during the 
evaluation of subcontractor’s tender? 
 
This question aims at assessing the difference between the main contractors and 
subcontractors’ point of view in the evaluation of subcontractor’s tender. This is 
important in determining the possible improvement in the selection of subcontractor 
which can brings the most benefits to the project. Three options are provided to the 
respondents in this question for a priority ranking. The respondents are required to place 
the three options on three level of priority and a percentage for each option is calculated 
for analysis. 
 
Result: 
Options 1st priority 2nd priority 3rd priority 
Price 60% 20% 20% 
Quality 0 40% 40% 
Previous 
Experience 
40% 20% 20% 
Total 100% 80% 80% 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
It is interesting to note that for options quality and previous experience, the total 
percentage of response is not 100%. The reason is that there is one main contractor out of 
the five respondents filled in the three cells of 1st priority as price. The response of this 
main contractor will be explained later in this dissertation. 
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For 1st priority, there is 60% main contractor who chose price and 40% main contractor 
who chose previous experience. This result reflects that tender price is the major concern 
of a main contractor as this is one way which can lower their tender price submitting to 
the client. It is noted that this situation also exists in the relationship between the client 
and the main contractor. (Holt et al., 1995) Among the five respondents, none of them 
chose quality as their first priority, this may due to the difficulties involved in assessing 
the quality of work done by the subcontractors. At this moment, there is not a universal 
system for assessment of the subcontractors’ performance. This makes the assessment 
difficult. On the other hand, previous experience can be an indicator of the capability of a 
subcontractor in doing a particular work. In case a subcontractor has a certain number of 
previous experiences of a particular work, it means that main contractors trust its ability 
and select it in a project. According to the opinion given by Mr. Lui from Balfour Beatty 
E&M Limited and Mr. Clewes from Gammon Construction Limited in follow-up 
interviews, main contractor would like to choose a subcontractor which has previous 
working experience with that contractor. Lacking working experience can have serious 
detrimental effects to the project. In real practice, main contractors usually have a long 
term relationship with some subcontractors as they have good record of performance of 
their previous work. Based on the information given by Mr. Lui, his company has its own 
registered list of subcontractors and scores were given to them based on past working 
performance. With a scoring system, a main contractor can select subcontractors in the 
list with a high score, this ensure the capability of subcontractors in performing their 
work. 
 
It is reasonable for the main contractor to put price on the 1st priority, as the client always 
chooses the contractor who submitted the lowest tender price. (Holt et al.,1995) However, 
lowest price does not guarantee the overall lowest project cost upon project completion. 
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(Harris et al., 2001) Lowest tender win philosophy poses a high risk to the client because 
there is an increased possibility of financial collapse of contractor. (Holt et al., 1995) 
Comparing this observation with other literatures, the result is consistent with the current 
situation in the construction industry in Hong Kong. According to Mr. Levy opinion, if 
the main contractors continue to adopt “lowest-price wins” as the common practice, it is 
impossible to change the adversarial culture in the construction industry. However, based 
on the same question, subcontractors’ responses are completely different and this will be 
discussed in the next stage. 
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Part I / (SC) Question 3: What do you think the main contractor should concentrate on 
during the evaluation of tender? 
 
This question uses the same structure as question 3 for main contractors but this question 
assesses the point of view of subcontractors on the evaluation of tender. A great 
discrepancy can be found between these two parties. This can explain the fundamental 
element which leads to disputes and claims in construction industry. 
 
Result: 
 
Options 1st priority 2nd priority 3rd priority 
Price 15% 8% 77% 
Quality 62% 38% 0% 
Previous 
Experience 
23% 54% 23% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
For the 1st priority, the result is completely different from that of main contractors. 
Quality has the highest percentage among the three options, which is the opposite from 
the point of view of main contractor. Previous experience comes second and price has the 
smallest percentage. Since it is an usual practice for choosing the lowest tenderer in the 
evaluation of tender, subcontractors submit tender which has limited profit margin. Under 
this culture, it is a common practice for subcontractors to use claims to increase their 
profits. (Kumaraswamy et al., 2000) If this practice can be eliminated, profit margin of 
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subcontractor can be increased and the quality of construction can also be improved. That 
explains why quality and previous experience has a higher priority than price from the 
point of view of subcontractors. 
 
Comparing with the response from the main contractors, there is 57% more respondents 
who think that price should be put on third priority. This reflects that subcontractors 
strongly prefer the main contractors to concentrate on quality and previous experience in 
the evaluation of tender. According to Mr. Levy from Bauer Hong Kong Limited, a 
partnering arrangement, which allows a fair risk sharing, can minimize the degree of 
concentration on price in the evaluation of tender. Therefore, in the partnering 
methodology recommended in this research, this requirement from subcontractors is 
incorporated.  
 
 
Part I / (MC & SC) Question 4: What important issues do you think can improve the 
main contractor and subcontractor relationship? 
 
This question aims at identifying the elements required in improving the relationship 
between the main contractor and subcontractor. There are total seven options provided 
and they are identical in the questionnaires for subcontractors. Direct comparison will be 
made for this question. For those options which are identified as important, they will be 
considered in the recommendation of a partnering methodology. These options were 
chosen based on the literatures of partnering and also Hinze et al. (1994) research which 
focused on the main contractor-subcontractor relationship. Some of the issues are 
reinforced by follow-up interviews of contractors. 
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Result: 
 
Main Contractor’s point of view 
Options WAS RII 
I. Prompt payment 4.2 0.84 
II. Regular meeting for 
monitoring the working 
progress 
4 0.8 
III. Evaluation of 
subcontractor’s 
performance from time 
to time 
3.4 0.68 
IV. Detailed tendering 
documents for 
subcontractors 
3.4 0.68 
V. Balance of risk sharing 
in subcontract 
conditions 
3.2 0.64 
VI. Participation of 
subcontractor in 
project planning and 
scheduling 
3 0.6 
VII. Better organization of 
work among different 
subcontractors by the 
main contractor 
4 0.8 
 
Subcontractor’s point of view 
Options WAS RII 
I. Prompt payment 4.231 0.846 
II. Regular meeting for 
monitoring the working 
progress 
3.385 0.677 
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III. Evaluation of 
subcontractor’s 
performance from time 
to time 
3 0.6 
IV. Detailed tendering 
documents for 
subcontractors 
3.231 0.646 
V. Balance of risk sharing 
in subcontract 
conditions 
3.308 0.662 
VI. Participation of 
subcontractor in 
project planning and 
scheduling 
3.461 0.692 
VII. Better organization of 
work among different 
subcontractors by the 
main contractor 
4 0.8 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
For this question, the response from the main contractors and subcontractors will be 
analyzed together. The relative importance index, Rank Agreement Factor and Percentage 
Agreement are used to assess the level of importance and the degree of agreement 
between the main contractors and subcontractors. 
 
? Rank Agreement Factor = 0.255 
? Rank Agreement Factor (max.) 0.68 
? Percentage Disagreement: 37.49 
? Percentage Agreement: 100 – 37.49 = 62.51. 
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Based on the result, all the issues provided are significant in the importance in improving 
the relationship between the main contractor and subcontractor. Moreover, the percentage 
of agreement indicated a reasonable degree of agreement between the main contractors 
and subcontractors. However, difference can be observed from the RII. Prompt payment 
is the most important issue from the point of view of both main contractors and 
subcontractors. As a contractor, cashflow is always the key element to keep a firm 
survival and it largely depends on the payment from the client and main contractor. Based 
on the follow-up interview of Mr. Levy from Bauer Hong Kong Limited, late payment by 
client can lead to tight cashflow of contractor and it is one of the major problems leading 
to poor performance in the construction industry. As a result, disputes arise easily on 
payment issues and affect the relationship between the two parties. By improving the 
payment issues, relationship can then be improved. 
 
For option II, regular meeting for monitoring the working progress is considered to be the 
second importance from the main contractor’s point of view. According to Mr. Levy, by 
having regular meeting, any problems can be observed immediately and discussed which 
can minimize the detrimental effects on the project. As a result, the quality and schedule 
of project can be guaranteed. Although this option ranks fourth in RII from the response 
of subcontractors, this is an important element for improvement in the relationship 
between the main contractor and subcontractor. 
 
With the same RII as option II, better organization of work among different 
subcontractors by the main contractor is also considered to be the second importance 
from both the main contractor’s and subcontractor’s point of view. This result is 
consistent with previous questions which pointed out the importance of site management 
by the main contractors. With a proper planning of the work among different 
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subcontractors, disputes and delay can be minimized which benefits both the main 
contractors and subcontractors. 
 
The fourth important features are evaluation of subcontractor’s performance from time to 
time and detailed tendering documents for subcontractors from the point of view of main 
contractors. Evaluation of performance regularly allows a continuous improvement to be 
made on subcontracts work. Based on the information given by Mr. Levy of Bauer Hong 
Kong Limited, in a partnering relationship, there is a project performance review systems. 
In this system, regular meetings will be hold to look how much work is achieved at a 
month to ensure the schedule can be followed. This feature is particularly important to 
main contractors as any delay of work may cause loss to client and the contractor will be 
suffered under the Liquated Damages clause in the contract conditions. ‘Detailed 
tendering documents for subcontractors has a relatively low RII in the response of 
subcontractors. This can be explained that this feature is already a basic requirement of 
the tendering document and it rarely affects the relationship between the two parties. 
 
Among the seven options, two of them are ranked at a higher priority from the point of 
view of subcontractors. These are the balance of risk sharing in subcontract conditions 
and participation of subcontractors in project planning and scheduling. Indeed, these two 
features can be commonly found in a partnering relationship. Based on the information 
given by Mr. Levy from Bauer Hong Kong Limited, by sharing of risk, the cost of 
performing of work decreases and hence the subcontractor can offer a lower budget 
without affecting the quality. In the real world, higher risk is always swallowed by the 
subcontractors and this may explain the reason of difference between the two parties. For 
participation of subcontractors in project planning and scheduling, Mr. Levy mentioned 
that it helps the main contractor to understand the methods subcontractors use, the 
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requirements of subcontractors and to identify problems in the future. This contributes 
much to the project as the subcontractor is the expertise in doing the difficult work. 
 
 
3.5.5 Analysis of questionnaires: Part II 
 
Part II: Relationship with subcontractors and relationship with main contractors 
 
This part is structured for identification of the adoption of partnering arrangements in the 
construction industry in Hong Kong. Respondents were asked about their opinion on their 
experience on partnering relationship. This gives a holistic view on the current and future 
adoption of partnering arrangements in Hong Kong. In addition to this, this part is used to 
identify those having experience of partnering and they will be chosen for follow-up 
interviews. Questions for both main contractors and subcontractors are identical in this 
part and a comparison is made between the two parties. 
 
 
Part II / Question 1: Which types of relationship you have experienced with main 
contractors/subcontractors before? 
 
This question assesses the experience of main contractors and subcontractors in 
partnering arrangement with the other parties. 
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Result: 
 
Options Main Contractor Subcontractor 
Strategic Partnering 60% 23% 
Project Partnering 80% 54% 
Relational Contracting 80% 77% 
 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
Based on the findings, the percentage of main contractors with experience of the three 
types of relationship is all higher than that of subcontractors. This may explain that there 
should be a wider room for an improvement in understanding of benefits of these 
relationships among the subcontractors. 
 
Among these three types of relationship, most of the respondents have experienced 
relational contracting. For the main contractors, same percentage was found for those 
who have experienced project partnering and there is 20% less for having experience of 
strategic partnering. For the subcontractors, lesser respondents have experienced project 
partnering and there is only 23% for having experience of strategic partnering. The extent 
of use of these three types of relationship in the construction industry in Hong Kong can 
be observed from the findings. For both parties, relational contracting is the most widely 
adopted relationship between the two parties, project partnering comes second and 
strategic partnering is the least common one. Among the respondents of subcontractors, 
there are four of them which did not have any experience of these three types of 
relationship at all and it takes 31% of the total subcontractors’ respondents.
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Part II / Question 2: Are there any benefits from such relationships? 
 
This question aims at finding the actual benefits they get from the three types of 
relationship. This is essential for comparison among these three types of relationship. 
 
Result: 
 
Main Contractors’ Response 
 Strategic 
partnering 
Project 
partnering 
Relational 
contracting 
i. Reduction of 
construction 
time 
33% 75% 50% 
ii. Less 
subcontracto
r claims 
66.7% 75% 75% 
iii. Increased 
saving 
33% 50% 25% 
iv. Development 
of a long 
term 
relationship 
100% 25% 100% 
v. Improvement 
of 
relationship 
100% 75% 80% 
 
 
Subcontractors’ Response 
 Strategic 
partnering 
Project 
partnering 
Relational 
contracting 
i. Reduction of 
construction 
time 
100% 86% 50% 
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ii. Less 
subcontracto
r claims 
100% 100% 60% 
iii. Increased 
saving 
100% 86% 60% 
iv. Development 
of a long 
term 
relationship 
100% 71% 80% 
v. Improvement 
of 
relationship 
100% 86% 80% 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
Among the five options, the benefits can be divided into two categories. For first three 
options, they are solid benefits which can be seen in the financial aspect of a project. On 
the other hand, the last two options are elements which are essential in a long term 
relationship. 
 
Base on the findings on the response of main contractors, a relatively low percentage can 
be found in the first three benefits for strategic partnering and relational contracting. On 
the opposite, a higher percentage can be found on project partnering. According to Mr. 
Clewes from Gammon Construction Limited, strategic partnering focuses at a macro 
level over a period of say 3-5 years whereas project partnering is one project over a short 
time span, therefore it is difficult to measure success with strategic partnering in terms of 
claims and programme. The same situation happens on subcontractors but there is an 
exception on strategic partnering. As subcontractor is responsible for a particular type of 
work, an easy comparison can be made on the claims and programme with a work 
without strategic partnering. This may explain the discrepancy between the response of 
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main contractors and subcontractors. 
 
For the last two benefits, result is completely different from that of the first three. 
Strategic partnering and relational contracting both have a very high percentage of 
agreement on these two options. These two types of relationship are long term 
arrangement which extends a number of years. Therefore, a long term relationship can be 
developed over years. Base on the definition of project partnering identified in chapter 2 
(Literature Review), it is based on a single project, therefore, the relationship is 
terminated once the project is completed. This may explain why the percentage of 
agreement is relatively low on the development of a long term relationship from the point 
of view of main contractors and subcontractors. For improvement of relationship, the 
percentage of agreement is both 100% on strategic partnering from the point of view of 
main contractors and subcontractors. On the other hand, the percentage is relatively low 
for the other two types of relationship. 
 
We can observe although the extent of use of relational contracting is the highest among 
the three, the percentage of agreement on the benefits is higher for strategic partnering 
and project partnering. This can explain partnering arrangements have their advantages 
over relational contracting but at the same time there is a very large room for 
improvement of the adoption of partnering. 
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Part II / Question 3: Are there any project performance review systems to assess 
whether to extend/continue the relationship or change to new partner? 
 
This question aims to assess whether there is a mechanism of continuous improvement in 
the relationship and the selection of partners. Continuous improvement is an essential 
element in a partnering relationship which can improve the quality and shorten the 
programme of construction. This can be used to judge if the relationship adopted is 
consistent with that in the literature review. 
 
Result: 
 
Use of Project performance review
systems by main contractor
75%
25%
Yes
No
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Use of Project performance review
systems by subcontractors
71%
29%
Yes
No
 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
For both main contractors and subcontractors, the percentage is around 70% for having a 
performance review system. This system can be different for each contractor. For 
example, base on the information given by Mr. Lui from Balfour Beatty E&M Ltd., they 
have a registration system and score is given to each subcontractor after works. Future 
cooperation depends on the scores given to each subcontractor. A motivation for 
improvement is incorporated as the subcontractors will improve for higher score to 
ensure a constant workload from main contractors. On the other hand, based on the 
information given by Mr. Levy from Bauer Hong Kong Limited which is a subcontractor, 
regular evaluation of performance was done in each month and problems were discussed 
in these regular meetings. Therefore, the performance review system can vary in different 
number of ways but it is an essential element for a partnering relationship to be 
successful. 
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Part II / Question 4: Are you willing to undertake partnering arrangement in the 
future? 
 
This question aims at assessing the willingness of respondents in undertaking partnering 
arrangement in the future. This is important in determining the possibility of widely 
adoption of partnering in the construction industry in Hong Kong in the future. 
 
Result & Analysis: 
 
For the respondents of both the main contractors and subcontractors, all of them are 
willing to undertake partnering arrangement in the future. This reflects the general 
acceptance of partnering relationship by the practitioners in the construction industry in 
Hong Kong. It is believed that partnering arrangement is possible to be widely adopted in 
Hong Kong. This question was also asked in follow-up interviews for a general opinion 
from the practitioners in the current industry. 
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Part II / Question 5: Is it important to incorporate an element of price competition into 
partnering? 
 
This question aims to assess whether price competition is important to main contractors 
and subcontractors in a partnering arrangement. This would affect the choice in 
recommendation of partnering methodology. 
 
Result: 
 
Incorporation of an element of
price competition into partnering
from the point of view of main
contractor
75%
25%
Yes
No
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Incorporation of an element of
price competition into partnering
from the point of view of
subcontractors
86%
14%
Yes
No
 
 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
Based on the above findings, it is over 75% and 85% for the percentage of agreement in 
the importance of price competition. This reflects price competition is an essential 
element to be incorporated into partnering. It affects the choice in the recommendation of 
a partnering methodology. According to the literature review, it is easier to incorporate 
price competition into project partnering comparing with strategic partnering. 
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3.5.6 Analysis of questionnaires: Part III 
 
Part III: Identification of problems in supply chain 
 
This part aimed to identify the problems existing in supply chain. By doing this, possible 
improvement can be made on the partnering methodology base on the problems identified. 
This makes sure the partnering methodology can solve the problems in the current 
industry in Hong Kong. There are total five sections included in Part III. They include 
assessment of tenders, practice related to entering subcontract agreements, subcontract 
administration practices, payment practices and others. 
 
 
Part III / (MC) Section 1: Assessment of tenders 
 
(MC) Question 1(i): Are the received tenders evaluated based on price only? 
 
This question aims to evaluate the extent of use of price only criteria in the evaluation of 
tender. The result can reflect the major problem in the construction industry in Hong 
Kong. 
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Result: 
Are the received tenders evaluate
based on price only?
40%
60%
0% Always
Sometimes
Never
 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
From the findings, it can be observed that all the main contractors have experience of 
evaluating the tenders based on price only criteria. 40% of them claimed that they always 
adopt this practice. This reflects a high percentage of main contractors who are adopting 
this unhealthy practice. According to Mr. Levy from Bauer Hong Kong Limited, this is 
one of the major causes in the poor performance in the construction in Hong Kong. It 
raises the awareness of the importance of taking actions and partnering is recommended 
in this research. 
 
(MC) Question 1(ii): Do you give any feedback to those who fail in your tender 
evaluation? 
 
This question aims to produce a general view on the practice on failed tender in the 
construction industry. 
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Result: 
 
Do you give any feedback to
those who fail in  your tender
evaluation?
20%
60%
20% Always
Sometimes
Never
 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
The result is satisfactory as only 20% of the main contractors do not give any feedback to 
those who fail in their tender evaluation. By giving feedback to the subcontractors, the 
subcontractors can identify their problems and improve their tender submitted in the 
future. Since the transparency is improved, the overall quality of tender is improved and 
this can benefit the construction industry in Hong Kong as a whole. 
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Part III / Section 2: Practice related to entering subcontract agreements 
 
Under this section, two questions are asked which aims to determine if there are any 
problems in communication in subcontract agreement and any imbalance of liability in 
subcontract conditions. 
 
(MC & SC) Question 1: What type of communication takes place with the main 
contractors/subcontractors before signing the subcontract agreement? 
 
Six options are provided under this question and they are based on the questionnaire of 
Hinze (1994). Since communication prior to entering a formal agreement is essential for a 
smooth progress, this question is designed to ensure the most effective way of 
communication is adopted. 
 
Result: 
 
Options: Percentage 
i. Meeting in Person 100% 
ii. Fax 56% 
iii. Telephone 67% 
iv. Mail 56% 
v. Email 50% 
vi. None 0% 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
According to the respondents participating in this study, face to face communication is a 
must for the negotiation before signing of subcontract. This reflects that any difference in 
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the expectation of the two parties should be resolved under sufficient communication. 
Comparing with the same study in Hinze (1994), the result is much satisfactory as some 
contractors did not have any communication before the signing of contract in his study. 
 
(MC & SC) Question 2: Are subcontract conditions modified to increase the liability of 
the subcontractor? 
 
This question aims to assess if it is common for the main contractors to increase the 
liability of the subcontractors in the construction industry in Hong Kong. This is a 
common problem in a relationship between two parties and this question can determine if 
this problem exists in the supply chain. 
 
Result: 
 
Are subcontract conditions
modified which place more risk on
subcontractor's side?
39%
61%
0% Always
Sometimes
Never
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Analysis and discussion: 
 
From the findings, 39% of the respondents claimed that main contractors always place 
more risk on subcontractor’s side. This reveals that it is a common problem existing 
between the main contractors and subcontractors. Based on the opinion given by Mr. 
Levy from Bauer Hong Kong Limited, with an imbalance of risk sharing, an 
improvement of relationship between the main contractors and subcontractors is 
impossible to achieve under an unfair environment. However, this becomes a culture in 
the industry and it is considered as an accepted disadvantage by the subcontractors. This 
issue should be avoided in a partnering arrangement in order to improve their 
relationship. 
 
Part III / Section III: Subcontract administration practices 
 
In this section, subcontractors’ participation and main contractors’ management are 
assessed to see if these two elements are common in construction industry in Hong Kong. 
These two elements of subcontract administration practices are essential for a smooth 
operation of the project. Therefore, the lacking of such elements can be considered as a 
problem in practices. 
 
(MC & SC) Question 1: Do subcontractors participate in project planning and 
scheduling? 
 
The advantage for subcontractors in participation in project planning and scheduling is 
already mentioned in the literature review. This question can identify if this practice is 
commonly adopted in Hong Kong. 
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Result: 
 
Do subcontractors participate in
project planning and scheduling?
44%
56%
0% Always
Sometimes
Never
 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
From the findings, 44% of the respondents stated that subcontractors always participate 
in project planning and scheduling. This percentage is not very low but a huge room for 
improvement can be observed for a wider adoption of this practice in the construction 
industry in Hong Kong. This can be done by the adoption of a partnering methodology 
which is recommended in this research. 
 
Question 2: Does the main contractor handle and coordinate the relationship between 
different subcontractors? 
 
This question is related to the management of subcontractor relationships by the main 
contractor. Since large amount of subcontractors are involved in a project, disputes can be 
easily raised among the different parties. According to the follow-up interviews of main 
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contractors and subcontractors, without a proper coordination by the main contractors, 
the quality and programme of construction can be seriously affected by any disputes 
among the parties. This question can assess if the coordination is properly done by the 
main contractors. 
 
Result: 
Does the main contractor handle
and coordinate the relationship
between different subcontractors?
45%
33%
22% Always
Sometimes
Never
 
Analysis: 
 
From the response of main contractors and subcontractors, it is claimed that 45% of the 
main contractors always handle and coordinate the relationship between different 
subcontractors. However, there are still around 22% main contractors who do not handle 
and coordinate the relationship at all. This raises the awareness of the coordination 
problem between subcontractors in the construction industry in Hong Kong. This issue is 
also considered to contribute detrimental effects to the relationship between the main 
contractors and subcontractors from the point of view of subcontractors based on the 
result of Part I analysis. 
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Part III / Section IV: Payment Practices 
 
Under this section, payment from main contractor to subcontractor is studied. Based on 
the study of Hinze (1994), payments often plague subcontractors as the cashflow of their 
companies directly depend on the payments. Therefore, payment is an important issue in 
determining the quality and schedule of work done by the subcontractors. 
 
(MC & SC) Question 1: How do subcontractors paid by main contractors usually? 
 
This question aims to assess the usual payment practices of main contractors to 
subcontractors. Since the practice varies among different practitioners, this question is 
designed as an open-ended and the result is analyzed to give a general view of payment 
practices in the construction industry in Hong Kong. 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
According to the response given by the main contractors and subcontractors, payments 
can be subdivided into two types which are pay when paid or pay every one to two 
months. In addition to this, payments to nominated subcontractor and domestic 
subcontractors are separated as the usual payment practices are different. More than half 
of the respondents, no matter as a nominated subcontractor or domestic subcontractor, is 
adopting pay when paid practices of the main contractor. This seems that the universal 
practice is that subcontractors are not paid by the main contractors until the main 
contractors have been paid by the owners. 
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As mentioned above, Hinze (1994) states that the cashflow of subcontractors depends on 
the payment of main contractors. Under the pay when paid clause, a more frequent 
payment cannot be achieved which cannot satisfy the cashflow requirements of 
subcontractors. As a result, the subcontractors may be unable to finish work on time and 
quality which leads to disputes between the main contractors and subcontractors. 
Therefore, based on the findings of the questionnaire, this problem still exists in the 
industry and must be tackled in the future. 
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Part III / Section V: Others 
 
This section aims to obtain a general view on problems existing in subcontracting 
practices and the outcome of subcontracted works. Four questions were asked under this 
section. 
 
(MC) Question 1: Do you allow the further subcontracting of work to 
sub-subcontractor? 
 
(SC) Question 1: Do you subcontract your work to sub-subcontractor? 
 
Since multi-layers of subcontracting is the elemental cause of problems in the 
construction industry in Hong Kong, the current allowance of this practice by the main 
contractors and subcontractors is studied in this question. Follow-up interviews were 
conducted on this question to get a deeper understanding from the point of view of main 
contractors and subcontractors. 
 
Result: 
Do you allow the further
subcontracting of work to sub-
subcontractor?
100%
0%
Yes
No
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Do you subcontract your work to
sub-subcontractor?
100%
0%
Yes
No
 
 
Analysis and discussion: 
 
According to the response from the main contractors, all of them allow the further 
subcontracting of work to sub-subcontractor. At the same time, all the subcontractors 
subcontract their work. Based on the follow-up interviews of main contractors and 
subcontractors, there is requirement from some main contractors in the restriction of only 
one tier subcontracting by the subcontractor. This ensures the subcontracted work is still 
possible to be monitored by the main contractors and subcontractors. One of the 
interviewees from subcontractor claimed that they only further subcontract part of the 
work but not all of it. 
 
Although restriction can be found on the further subcontracting practice, extensive use of 
subcontract by subcontractors can still be observed. This raises problems such as difficult 
in monitoring, more disputes etc. 
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(MC & SC) Question 2: Does the subcontracted project final account exceed the initial 
contract sum? 
(MC & SC) Question 3: Does the subcontracted project duration exceed the scheduled 
duration? 
(MC & SC) Question 4: Are the numbers of claims from subcontractors at an 
acceptable level? 
 
These three questions aim at assessing the usual project outcome of the construction 
industry in Hong Kong. These can be an evidence or result of the problems identified 
from previous questions. Three aspects were chosen which are time, cost and claims. 
 
Result: 
Dose the subcontracted project
final account exceed the in itial
constract sum?
8%
92%
0% Always
Sometimes
Never
Does the subcontracted project
duration exceed the scheduled
duration?
23%
69%
8% Always
Sometimes
Never
Are the numbers of claims from
subcontractors at an acceptable
level?
0%
100%
Always
Sometimes
Never
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Analysis and discussion: 
 
According to the findings of the main contractors and subcontractors, all of them have 
experience of the above three issues. Although the frequency of such experience is not 
that high, these issues are very common to the contracting parties and were accepted as 
part of the culture of the industry. Based on this result, we can observe the problems that 
were identified before cannot be neglected and hence a partnering methodology is 
recommended in this research to improve this situation. 
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3.6 Follow-up Interviews 
 
3.6.1 Introduction 
 
In the previous section, the returned questionnaires were analyzed and we have identified 
the requirements of main contractors and subcontractors from the two parties’ point of 
view. In addition to this, the current adoption of partnering and the problems in the 
supply chain in the construction industry of Hong Kong were also identified. However, 
since the questionnaires can only give a general view on the current practices of the 
respondents, follow-up interviewees were arranged to give a deeper understanding on the 
current situation of partnering in the construction industry in Hong Kong. 
 
In total, four follow-up interviews are conducted which included two main contractors 
and two subcontractors. They are chosen as the interviewees as they have many years of 
experience in the construction industry and they are able to provide more information on 
their adoption of partnering arrangement in the current practice in Hong Kong. Questions 
are well prepared before the interviews of the respondents. Based on the questionnaires 
returned from these four respondents, questions are designed in order to reinforce the 
result of the study. Therefore, questions asked were different for the four interviewees. A 
sample of the semi-structured questionnaires is attached in Appendix 4. 
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3.6.2 Objectives of the follow-up interviews 
 
1. to reinforce the results and data collected from the questionnaire survey 
2. to get a deeper understanding on the real practice of partnering in Hong Kong 
 
3.6.3 Structure of the follow-up interviews 
 
Within the four interviews, one was face to face interview and three were phone 
interviews. The one which was conducted face to face is a subcontractor in Hong Kong. 
The face to face interview lasted for about 30 minutes and the phone interviews were 
about 15-20 minutes each. 
 
In order to increase the interaction between the interviewer and the interviewees, 
semi-structured interviews were adopted. Some questions were set before the interview 
but follow-up questions were asked when necessary. The interviews’ result is mainly 
grouped under seven headings for a clearer presentation and comparison between each 
interviewer. Addition and omission of these headings can be found for each contractor 
due to limitation of time for interview and different experience of each contractor. 
 
1. Company Background 
2. Problems leading to Poor Performance in construction industry 
3. Relationship with main contractors/subcontractors 
4. Experience of Partnering 
5. Selection of partners 
6. Subcontracting practices 
7. Future potential of partnering in Hong Kong 
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3.6.4 Result and Discussion of the result of follow-up interviews 
 
3.6.4 (a) Main Contractors Interview 
 
Interviewee 1: Mr. Patrick C.K. Lui 
Position: Construction Manager 
Working Experience: 25 years+ 
Company: Balfour Beatty E&M Ltd. 
Format of Interview: Phone interview 
 
A. Company Background 
 
Balfour Beatty E&M Ltd. is a main contractor company which is responsible for civil 
work, building work and E&M work.  
 
B. Problems leading to Poor Performance in construction industry 
 
According to the response from Mr. Lui, there are four major problems leading to poor 
performance in construction industry in Hong Kong. Firstly, many of the staff and 
engineers in Hong Kong construction industry are not experienced enough. Secondly, the 
culture of ‘lowest bid wins’ seriously affects the quality of construction. Thirdly, some 
clients can’t pay promptly which leads to tight cashflow of the main contractors. In 
addition to this, many main contractors cannot do the planning and coordination work 
properly which leads to disputes between the main contractors and subcontractors. 
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C. Relationship with subcontractors 
 
In a relationship with subcontractors and suppliers, there are some problems usually 
faced by his company. For the subcontractors, they are always not experienced enough 
and hence they perform the work slowly which greatly affect the schedule of the project. 
Sometimes, the slow progress may due to the insufficiency of labour. This reflects the 
importance of working experience of subcontractors in a project. For the suppliers, 
sometimes the information given by them is not accurate and product may not meet the 
specification. Problems of delivery always occur when dealing with the suppliers. 
Therefore, careful attention must be taken in the selection of the subcontractors and 
suppliers. 
 
D. Experience of partnering 
 
Based on the questionnaires returned back, Mr. Lui mentioned that his company had 
experienced with strategic partnering. In this type of relationship that he had experienced, 
the benefit is that the two parties have the opportunities to discuss and solve any 
problems faced in a project. By this, no single party needs to take the whole burden of 
solving a problem. However, a partnering arrangement may not be successfully adopted. 
Some parties may not wish to point out the real situation they are facing in a project as 
they don’t believe the benefits that can be brought by this relationship. It is always 
difficult to change people’s mentality and to achieve a common goal for two parties. In 
order to tackle these problems, workshops are incorporated in a partnering arrangement. 
Different issues were identified in these workshops for a common understanding of 
partnering philosophy and a continuous improvement for the project. 
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E. Selection of partners 
 
There is a formal procedure in the selection of its partners in a partnering arrangement. A 
registration system is adopted which allocates score to each subcontractors who have 
worked with his company. For those subcontractor companies who have a high score, Mr. 
Lui’s company has a preference in the selection of partner in a project. 
 
F. Subcontracting practice 
 
Further subcontracting of work is allowed by Mr. Lui’s company but the work cannot be 
100% subcontracted. According to Mr. Lui, only labour portion is allowed for further 
subcontracting. 
 
G. Future potential of partnering in Hong Kong 
 
Mr. Lui’s claimed that a wider adoption of partnering arrangement can be seen in the 
construction industry as there are more and more practitioners realizing the benefits of a 
partnering arrangement. 
 
H. Discussion 
 
The information given by Mr. Lui is very useful in showing the current situation of 
adoption of partnering in Hong Kong. The people in the two parties are the key 
determinants of a success of a partnering arrangement. Since the quality of subcontractors 
varies much in the construction industry, Mr. Lui had pointed out the importance of a 
formal procedure in the selection of a partner.
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Interviewee 2: Mr. Russel Clewes 
Position: Senior Project Manager 
Working Experience: 20 years 
Company: Gammon Construction Ltd. 
Format of Interview: Phone interview 
 
A. Company Background 
 
Gammon Construction Limited is a main contractor company which develops, builds and 
services Asia’s physical infrastructure for nearly 50 years. It offers a complete 
construction service for a wide range of project types including commercial and 
residential properties, industrial facilities, M&E and rails, ports, roads bridges, tunnels 
and water and wastewater plant. 
 
B. Problems leading to Poor Performance in construction industry 
 
Mr. Clewes did not directly stating out the problems leading to the poor performance in 
construction industry. Rather, he stated out the issues that can determine the performance 
in construction industry in Hong Kong. Issues include quality/experience and track record 
of main contractor, the supply chain management process and subcontractor selection, 
ability of design team and having a client who have clear brief and realistic objectives. 
For a success of a project, it can be observed that requirements for the clients, main 
contractors and subcontractors are all included. 
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C. Relationship with subcontractors 
 
Based on the response of Mr. Clewes, the problems usually faced by his company in the 
relationship with subcontractors and suppliers are cash and ability of the subcontractor to 
finance their own work in the early stages of a project. In the questionnaire, Mr. Clewes 
mentioned two issues which are significant in having detrimental effect on the 
relationship between the main contractor and subcontractor. They are insufficient 
working experience of subcontractors and poor safety record. The reason is that these two 
issues are important in determining the capability of executing the works by 
subcontractors. Lacking of capability leads to tension as the subcontractor will under 
perform and cannot progress the works diligently. 
 
D. Experience of partnering 
 
Due to company confidentiality, example of partnering experience cannot be given. 
However, there is an interesting point in the reply of the questionnaires from Mr. Clewes. 
About the benefits of the two types of partnering, ‘reduction of construction time’ and 
‘less subcontractor claims’ exist in project partnering but not strategic partnering. It is 
said that strategic partnering focuses at a macro level over a period of say 3-5 years 
whereas project partnering is one project over a short time span, therefore it is difficult to 
measure success with strategic partnering in terms of claims and programme. 
 
E. Selection of partners 
 
Mr. Clewes mentioned that there is a formal arrangement in the selection of 
subcontractors and suppliers in a partnering arrangement. In Gammon Construction Ltd., 
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there is a comprehensive supply chain management portal with their company intranet 
which provides very extensive information on subcontractors and suppliers. Although a 
comprehensive system was developed, there are still difficulties faced in the 
implementation of partnering. It is difficult to get the subcontractors/suppliers to “buy 
into” the idea, e.g. trust, cooperation, communication etc. 
 
F. Subcontracting practice 
 
In Gammon, subcontracting of work by subcontractors is normally restricted to 1 tier 
down and there are reasons behind this practice. According to Mr. Clewes, 2nd or 3rd tier 
subcontracting will lead to many problems such as lack of control and supervision, and 
payment issues between the subcontractors. 
 
G. Future potential of partnering in Hong Kong 
 
From the point of view of Mr. Clewes, partnering arrangement still cannot be widely 
adopted in the Hong Kong construction industry. The reason is that there is too much 
resistance from some clients both in the public sector and the private sector. 3rd 
generation partnering as adopted in the UK and elsewhere is contractually binding, but 
Hong Kong has a long way to go before this is adopted. 
 
H. Discussion 
 
The opinions given by Mr. Clewes are consistent with that of Mr. Lui, it can be observed 
that insufficient working experience of subcontractors has a serious detrimental effect on 
the relationship between the main contractors and subcontractors. The importance of a 
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formal arrangement of contractor selection can be shown from the comprehensive system 
developed by Gammon Construction Ltd and this is a major part in the partnering 
methodology to be recommended in this research. Although example could not be given, 
a difference between strategic partnering and project partnering in real practice is 
explained and it is helpful in the analysis of the questionnaires. 
 
3.6.4 (b) Subcontractors Interview 
 
Interviewee 1: Mr. Simon Levy 
Position: Project Manger 
Working Experience: 10 years+ 
Company: Bauer Hong Kong Ltd. 
Format of Interview: Face to face interview 
 
A. Company Background 
 
Bauer Hong Kong Ltd. is responsible for foundation and piling works for Government 
projects.  
 
B. Problems leading to poor performance in construction industry 
 
According to the response of Mr. Levy, the major problem leading to poor performance in 
the construction industry in Hong Kong is the focus of price. Since Government always 
wants the cheapest price, main contractor also wants the cheapest price from the 
subcontractors and this leads to claims, arguments and quality problems.  
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C. Relationship with main contractors 
 
In the relationship with main contractor, the problem usually faced is that the main 
contractors don’t always plan the subcontractors’ work properly. For example, the main 
contractor should be responsible for traffic management and utility divergence. However, 
as they do not plan it properly, work is delayed and it leads to disputes with the 
subcontractors. 
 
In the reply of the questionnaire, there are two issues which are very important in 
improving main contractor and subcontractor relationship from the point of view of Mr 
Levy. These two issues are “Participation of subcontractors in project planning and 
scheduling” and “Regular meeting for monitoring the working progress of 
subcontractors”. For the first issue, it can help the main contractor to understand the 
methods used by the subcontractor. Besides that, the main contractor can know the 
requirements of subcontractors and make suitable allocation such as the amount of space 
needed for each subcontractor. For the second issue, problems in the future can be 
identified and solved in those regular meetings. 
 
D. Subcontracting practice 
 
The response of Mr. Levy is consistent with that of Mr. Lui in Balfour Beatty E&M Ltd. 
on the issue of further subcontracting by subcontractors. The usual practice is that they 
won’t subcontract a whole project but only parts of works such as the labour portion. It is 
because problems can be recognized in a multi-layer of subcontracting. Once there are 
more layers of subcontracting, more people are involved and dispute can evolve easily. In 
addition to this, profit margin reduces at each level and there is problem for monitoring in 
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too many layers. Therefore, Bauer Hong Kong Ltd. only allows one layer of 
sub-subcontract and this ensures monitoring from its company is still possible. 
 
E. Partnering experience 
 
The recent project of partnering adopted is the Route 8 which is responsible by Highways 
Department. The methodology adopted in this project is a project partnering. The major 
benefits are that the job can be done cheaply, within budget, programme and have the 
right quality. The way to achieve these aims based on an important element in a 
partnering relationship, which is a sharing of risk between the two parties. To do this, the 
two parties agreed to have an equal sharing of Profit/loss under a Gain/Pain share 
agreement. Under this agreement, risk is equally shared between the two parties. In Hong 
Kong, risk is usually unequally shared as the main contractor is in a more powerful 
position. 
 
Mr. Levy had mentioned that there is a project performance review system in this 
partnering arrangement. They had regular meetings with the senior management of main 
contractor once a month and they would look how much work is achieved at a month and 
forecast how much gain and loss is expected to share. 
 
F. Selection of partners 
 
In this partnering relationship with the Government, Bauer Hong Kong Ltd. is selected as 
they have worked together before and Highways Department is happy with the 
performance. In this project, a particular low budget was required in piling works. It was 
found that the only way to achieve this budget is by way of partnering as the price was 
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reduced with the lower risk in such arrangement. Mr. Levy had mentioned two important 
factors in securing their job in a partnering arrangement. First, the two parties trust each 
other and second, the fair sharing of risk allows a lower cost which can achieve the aim 
of Highways Department. 
 
G. Disagreement of workshops and charters in a partnering arrangement 
 
Mr. Levy does not agree with the adoption of workshops and charters as they are just 
kinds of Government add-on to original contract. In theory, the government will enter a 
normal contract with the main contractor. Afterwards, only if they see the project is not 
working properly, they will ask the consultant to arrange a workshop and everybody sign 
the charter. But in fact, the contract is still the same. Actually, in practice, the way they 
enter into partnering with main contractor is completely different. On day 1, a partnering 
contract will be signed. This partnering contract explains how the two partners work 
together. For example, for primary subcontractors, the requirement of the speed of their 
performance is listed. On the other hand, it is listed that the main contractor is responsible 
for removing utilities on site. This is how a Pain/Gain share is achieved. As we can see, it 
is very different from the partnering that the government pretends to do. 
 
H. Problems of implementing partnering 
 
Although benefits of partnering can be observed, there are problems in the 
implementation of partnering. The most difficult part is to change people’s thinking. In 
Hong Kong, the main contractors usually do not treat subcontractors as much as respect 
as they should. In a project, subcontractors are the expertise in doing the difficult work. 
In a partnering contract, main contractors recognize the success of a project depends on 
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subcontractors and so they treat subcontractors with more respect. To reduce the 
difficulties involved in an implementation of partnering, the project manager of 
subcontractors and main contractors should tell the employees to understand the need of 
helping the others parties. 
 
I. Future potential of partnering in Hong Kong 
 
From the point of view of Mr. Levy, partnering can benefits the Hong Kong construction 
industry. However, if the culture is still pushing the cost down as much as possible, it 
would be impossible for a wide adoption of partnering in Hong Kong forever. 
 
J. Discussion 
 
In this face to face interview, Mr. Levy provided a comprehensive view on the current 
situation of construction industry in Hong Kong. There are many points mentioned which 
are consistent with that of Mr. Lui who works for a main contractor. For example, both 
companies restrict subcontracting to only labour portion and also 1 tier down. In addition 
this, Mr. Levy had mentioned about the importance of risk sharing in a partnering 
arrangement. It is discovered that there are difference in the adoption of partnering in real 
practice when compare with what stated in the literatures. This is taken into consideration 
for the recommendation of a partnering methodology in this research. 
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Interviewee 2: Mrs. S.L. Chiu 
Position: Quality Assurance Manager 
Working Experience: 7 years+ 
Company: Tak Hing Construction Co. Ltd. 
Format of Interview: Phone interview 
 
A. Company Background 
 
Tak Hing Construction Co. Ltd. is responsible for all kinds of construction work except 
for plumbing works.  
 
B. Relationship with main contractors 
 
In the relationship with the main contractors, the problem usually faced is about money. 
According to the reply of the questionnaire, imbalance of risk sharing and late payment 
have serious detrimental effect on the relationship between main contractors and 
subcontractors. For imbalance of risk sharing, if there is more risk on subcontractor side, 
the price would be completely different. However, the main contractors always want the 
cheapest price but with a high risk on the subcontractors. For late payment, the 
subcontractors will be unable to pay the next tier and hence affect the schedule and the 
relationship. Whenever the two parties argue about money, the future cooperation would 
be affected. 
 
In consistent with the result of the questionnaires replied, effective site management is 
considered as very important from the point of view of Mrs. Chiu. For example, space 
allocation by the main contractor can affect the speed of construction and also labour 
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problem. 
 
C. Subcontracting practice 
 
About the issue of further subcontracting by the subcontractors, Mrs. Chiu mentioned that 
normally her company only subcontracts their work to one tier down and they will ensure 
the sub-subcontractors perform the work directly without any further subcontracting. 
Similar approach can be seen from the follow-up interview of Mr. Levy. 
 
D. Experience of partnering 
 
Based on the reply of the questionnaire, Mrs. Chiu’s company had experienced relational 
contracting before. She stated that the advantage is that price is much better in such a 
relationship and there is no difference in the contract condition. In a relational contracting 
arrangement, a smooth cooperation and better payment can be achieved. Since the 
subcontractors can be more involved in the initial stage and site planning, problems in the 
future can be identified and leads to a smooth operation. 
 
Although Mrs. Chiu’s company does not have any experience of partnering in the 
construction industry, they will soon cooperate with Gammon Construction Ltd. in the 
adoption of project partnering. These two parties have this cooperation due to three main 
reasons. First, there is guarantee terms in this cooperation which means Gammon 
Construction Ltd. tender for their company only and therefore Tak Hing Construction Co. 
Ltd. can offer a better price. Second, with a closer relationship, smooth operation can be 
achieved and therefore problems can be solved easily. Third, cashflow of the Mrs. Chiu’s 
company can be guaranteed. 
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E. Discussion 
 
Although the interview of Mrs. Chiu was very short, it provides several important 
features in reinforcing the result we found in questionnaires and other interviews. 
Effective site management and fair risk sharing were again reinforced by this interview. 
Besides that, this interview also provides more information on the current practice of 
relational contracting in the construction industry in Hong Kong. The future cooperation 
of Mrs. Chiu’s company and Gammon Construction in project partnering can reflect 
wider adoption and deeper understanding of the benefits of partnering by the main 
contractors and subcontractors. 
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Chapter 4 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
Introduction 
 
The imbalance of position between the main contractors and subcontractors has 
established an adversarial culture of the construction industry in Hong Kong. Due to the 
adversarial culture, onerous practices such as multi-layers of subcontracting and 
‘lowest-price wins’ philosophy are widely adopted. This leads to serious problems in 
quality and time. 
 
In order to improve the overall performance of the construction industry, Partnering is 
becoming more popular in the industry as a way to improve the relationship among the 
parties and hence the construction performance. Although most of the construction work 
is done by the subcontractors, only limited research on Partnering can be found within the 
supply chain. Therefore, this dissertation is initiated to study the relationship between the 
main contractors and subcontractors for the recommendation of a partnering methodology 
between these two parties. The research objectives are: 
 
1. To assess the requirements of main contractors in the Hong Kong Construction 
Industry from the point of view of subcontractors 
2. To assess the requirements of subcontractors in the Hong Kong Construction 
Industry from the point of view of main contractors 
3. To identify the main problems in the supply chain in the Hong Kong construction 
industry 
4. To recommend a partnering methodology for the supply chain of the Hong Kong 
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construction industry based on the findings of objective 1-3 above plus other 
research studies 
 
In this dissertation, extensive literature review, questionnaire survey and follow-up 
interviews are adopted to fulfill the above objectives. In this chapter, a summary of the 
discussion in previous chapters is included. In addition to this, limitation and 
recommendation are given for future testing and improvement on the partnering 
methodology recommended. 
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4.1 Requirements of main contractors from the point of view of 
subcontractors and requirements of subcontractors from the point of 
view of main contractors 
 
Based on the result of questionnaires and follow-up interviews for main contractors and 
subcontractors, requirements for the both parties are identified. Here is a general 
conclusion of the issues identified in this part: 
 
A. Characteristics which have detrimental effects to the relationship between the 
main contractors and subcontractors 
 
From the point of view of subcontractors, late payment and poor site management are 
identified as the two characteristics that particular weakened the relationship between the 
main contractors and subcontractors. On the other hand, inability of subcontractors in 
following the schedule of work is identified as the characteristic from the point of view of 
main contractors. 
 
B. Important features of main contractors and subcontractors 
 
From the point of view of subcontractors, sufficient capital and effective site management 
by the main contractor are important features for the relationship between the two parties. 
Sufficient capital of the main contractors ensures prompt payment to the subcontractors 
and effective site management can prevent disputes among different parties on site. From 
the point of view of main contractors, the most important features of subcontractors are 
supervision and management characteristics, reliability to achieve scheduled events and 
working experience. All these features are important in determining the working 
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capability of the subcontractors and hence directly affect the performance of construction 
works. 
 
C. Important issues in improvement of the relationship between main contractors 
and subcontractors 
 
Willing to share risk in contract conditions is a major element which can improve the 
relationship between the main contractors and subcontractors. As mentioned by one of 
the interviewees in the follow-up interviews, this element is incorporated in a partnering 
arrangement and it is considered to be the most important fundamental element for a 
successful arrangement. Other important issues include prompt payment by main 
contractors, regular meeting for monitoring the working progress and also better 
organization of work among different subcontractors by the main contractors. 
 
D. Considerations in evaluation of tenders 
 
A great discrepancy can be found between main contractors and subcontractors on the 
considerations in evaluation of tenders. From the point of view of main contractors, price 
is the first priority, previous experience should come second and quality should be the 
least priority. However, the result found from the viewpoint of subcontractors is exactly 
the opposite. Subcontractors have the opinion that quality should be the first priority and 
price should be the least priority. This discrepancy can explain the fundamental problem 
in the industry. The main contractors always want the cheapest price from the 
subcontractors but the subcontractor cannot make any profit at all in order to get a job 
from the main contractors at such a low price. 
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4.2 Partnering experience of main contractors and subcontractors 
 
Among the three types of relationship, relational contracting is the most common type of 
relationship experienced by the two parties. Project partnering experience comes second 
and strategic partnering the least. This reflects the fact that the adoption of partnering is 
still not common in Hong Kong. 
 
Among all the options of benefits provided to the respondents, there are two options 
which are significant in strategic partnering and relational contracting. They are 
development of a long term relationship and improvement of relationship. This can 
differentiate the fundamental nature of these two types of relationship with project 
partnering. Although relational contracting is the most commonly adopted methodology, 
the benefits brought from strategic partnering and project partnering are much higher than 
that of relational contracting. This suggests that there is still a long way to go for the 
practitioners in Hong Kong to learn about the benefits and methodology of partnering. 
 
Project partnering, comparing with relational contracting, has a much higher percentage 
of agreement on the benefits provided. At the same time, there is a much wider adoption 
of project partnering when compared with strategic partnering. Therefore, it could be said 
that project partnering can be more easily adopted by the current practitioners in Hong 
Kong. It is a good way for the practitioners to learn about the benefits of partnering 
through adoption of project partnering. That is why project partnering is recommended in 
this research for the construction industry in Hong Kong. 
 
Project performance review systems can be found in all partnering arrangements. It is 
important for a continuous improvement element in a partnering arrangement. Among the 
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review systems mentioned by the four interviewees, regular meetings between the senior 
management of the two parties are considered to be efficient as problems can be 
discussed and solved in the shortest period of time. An element of price competition is 
considered to be important in a partnering arrangement. Since it is much easier to 
incorporate an element of price competition into a project partnering, this also becomes 
one of the considerations in the recommendation of partnering methodology of this 
research. All the respondents are willing to undertake partnering arrangement in the 
future. 
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4.3 Problems existing in the supply chain 
 
In the construction industry of Hong Kong, communication is not the major problem in 
the supply chain. Instead, imbalance of risk sharing and price-oriented criteria in 
evaluation of tender are the major problems which can be observed from the result of the 
questionnaires and interviews. 
 
Based on the findings from the questionnaires, there are still main contractors who 
evaluate tenders based on price only. This practice is a major cause of poor performance 
in the construction industry and it is an obstacle to the wide adoption of partnering in 
Hong Kong. This doesn’t mean that the element of price competition should be taken out 
from the evaluation of a tender, however, quality and previous experience should also be 
taken into consideration. Therefore, a comprehensive subcontractor selection system 
which clearly states the evaluation criteria is recommended. 
 
Another problem is that main contractors always increase the liability of subcontractors 
in subcontract conditions. As a result, imbalance of risk sharing occurs. At the same time, 
main contractors want a cheaper price from subcontractors. Since price should increase 
with higher risk carried by the subcontractors, this irrational practice induces an 
adversarial culture in the construction industry which greatly weakens the relationships in 
the supply chain. Therefore, a pain/gain share approach is suggested in the 
recommendation of partnering methodology in this research. 
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4.4 Recommendation of a partnering methodology 
 
Based on the general conclusion in 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, elements which are important in the 
relationship between the main contractors and subcontractors are identified and they are 
taken into the consideration of the partnering methodology recommended. The elements 
include risk sharing, clear statement of evaluation criteria, continuous improvements and 
understanding of partnering philosophy among the people of the two parties. It would 
appear that a project partnering approach called “semi-project partnering” may be 
suitable for Hong Kong. This “semi-project partnering” is first proposed by Matthews et 
al. (1996), this methodology was implemented on a commercial development and it was 
very successful. As stated by the contractors involved, advantages of this methodology 
include improved team approach, improved understanding of project, more compliant 
tenders, high quality tenders, better/closer relationships, more reliable programming, 
better way of achieving project objectives, limited competition, less confrontation and 
lower tendering costs. (Matthews et al., 1996) It is clear that the elements identified as 
important in the relationship between the main contractors and subcontractors are all 
included in the advantages stated above. With slight modification, this methodology is 
recommended and it could have nine main phases. 
 
Nine main phrases: 
1. Package and company identification 
2. First subcontractor interview 
3. Second subcontractor interview 
4. Third interview tender clarification 
5. Final subcontractor selection 
6. Project day 
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7. Pricing 
8. Partnering evaluation process 
9. Debriefing of unsuccessful subcontractors 
 
 
1. Package and company identification 
 
In the first phrase, the objective is to identify the major packages on the project that 
would benefit from the partnering approach. Different trades and packages are examined 
based on the requirements of a specific project. 
 
After the identification of all the trades and packages, all project team members look at 
the names of subcontractors put forward and assess each of them to shorten the list. The 
subcontractors are assessed primarily on supervision and management characteristics, 
reliability to achieved scheduled events and working experience which are identified as 
important features of subcontractors in this research. Other criteria may also be employed 
which depend on the specific project. 
 
At the end of the team meeting, around 3 – 5 short-listed subcontractors remain for each 
package. These subcontractors will be invited to the next phrase, which is the first 
subcontractor interview. At the same time, they will be informed of the type of project, its 
location, proposed completion time, and other basic information. 
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2. First Subcontractor interview 
 
This interview basically has three aims. Firstly, it is to assess the subcontractor’s 
capability in doing the work in terms of its background and working experience. 
Secondly, to introduce the philosophy of partnering and the project team to the 
subcontractor as the success of partnering largely depends on the mentality and trust 
among the people. Thirdly, pricing details and other relevant information will be handed 
over. 
 
In this interview, the project team should include the quantity surveyor, project estimator, 
project manager, engineer, project design manager, and also architect. The main 
contractor’s project manager can be the person who chairs the meeting and selection 
criteria developed by the project team. The subcontractors to be interviewed should be 
informed of the criteria under which their submission will be evaluated. Based on the 
literature review and the findings in this research, the following criteria are suggested: 
 
? Understanding of the partnering concept 
? Response to partnering 
? Alternative proposal put forward for their package (e.g. design innovation, value 
engineering etc.) 
? Indicative price 
? Technical ability 
? Past experience of similar work 
? Capital sufficiency 
? Quality awareness 
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A pro forma can be used for the assessment of the subcontractors during the interview. 
The sample can be referred to table 2 in section 2.6.1 in the literature review. At this 
interview, maximum cost plan prices, drawings of general arrangements and sections, 
specifications, and approximate quantities will be handed to all subcontractors. 
 
In some situation, this interview may only used for the evaluation of subcontractors as no 
pricing information is available. 
 
 
3. Second subcontractor interview 
 
The second interview is used to hand over pricing documentation in the case that the first 
interview only acts as an evaluation only. In addition to this, it offers any opportunity to 
the subcontractor to meet the project team again for a better understanding of the 
requirements of the project and the philosophy of partnering. 
 
 
4. Third interview tender clarification 
 
This interview is designed for those cases where the first interview acts as an initial 
evaluation while the second is used for handing over of pricing documentation. The 
objective of this third interview is to provide the opportunity to the main contractor and 
subcontractor to have a discussion on the tender and check for compliance and accuracy 
following the return of the tender documentation and submission of an indicative price. 
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5. Final subcontractor selection 
 
The final selection of subcontractors will be made on the criteria which are explained to 
the subcontractor in the first interview. The subcontractor will be informed whether the 
main contractor wishes to work with them on the given project. 
 
 
6. Project day 
 
The aim of this phrase is to bring all ‘key’ members together to review the progress made 
to date and where progress needed to be made in the future and the signing of the 
partnering charter. 
 
Each party involved should write down the objectives they want for the project and these 
are collected by the ‘champion’ who will identify the most prevalent objectives and 
incorporate them into a provisional project charter. Once all the parties approve the 
charter, it will be signed to signify their commitment to it. A Pain/Gain share clause is 
recommended to be incorporated in the agreement among the parties. 
 
 
7. Pricing 
 
As an indicative price is submitted at the tender clarification stage, the agreement of final 
price is dependent on the information that is available while the design is being 
developed. Negotiations should take place between the project estimator and buyer to 
agree on a fair and reasonable price for both parties. 
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8. Performance review system 
 
A performance review system is used to evaluate the performance of the partnering 
process regular. All the parties involved are asked to comment in regular meetings to 
identify the difficulties faced in the implementation of partnering. This is to achieve the 
aim of continuous improvement in a partnering arrangement. 
 
 
9. Debriefing of unsuccessful subcontractors 
 
All the subcontractors who are not successful will be invited to attend a debriefing of the 
reasons for not being chosen as the partnered subcontractors. The information provided in 
this debriefing can be used to make the subcontractors’ future tender more attractive in 
the next project. 
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4.5 Limitation of the Study 
 
Although careful planning and preparation were taken for this research, there are still 
some limitations. Firstly, the sample size is relatively small when compared with the 
overall population in the construction industry of Hong Kong. Secondly, the response rate, 
which is 22.5%, may not represent the actual situation for the whole industry. Thirdly, 
due to the limitation of time and resources, not all the respondents could be interviewed 
to reinforce the answers in the questionnaires. 
 
 
4.6 Recommendation for Further Study 
 
Based on the result of this research, there are a number of areas which require further 
investigation. 
 
In this study, it was found that strategic partnering is not commonly adopted by the main 
contractors and subcontractors in Hong Kong. A “semi-project” partnering approach is 
recommended in this research to be an alternative partnering methodology to benefit the 
relationship in the supply chain and provide an easier entrance to learn the benefits 
involved. The actual benefits that can be brought to the relationship need to be further 
tested and investigated. Recommendations for improving a partnering methodology 
which can be adopted in Hong Kong are worth studying and could be a future focus in 
studying partnering in the construction industry in Hong Kong. 
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Appendix 1: Covering Letter of Questionnaire Survey 
 
Date 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
Questionnaire for a dissertation of a final year student 
I am Li Ying Ho, Calvin, a year 3 undergraduate of the BSc (Surveying) degree in the Department 
of Real Estate and Construction, University of Hong Kong. I am now doing a dissertation and the 
topic is ‘Partnering: a way to improve the performance of the supply chain in the Hong Kong 
Construction Industry’. 
 
In this dissertation, I need to identify the requirements of main contractors and subcontractors and 
recommend an appropriate partnering model to be adopted in Hong Kong. In order to collect data 
for analysis in my dissertation, I request you to kindly fill in the enclosed 5-pages questionnaire. 
The data collected will be kept confidential and will be destroyed after the study has been 
completed. Please mail the completed questionnaire to the above address. A stamped, 
self-addressed, envelope is enclosed for this purpose. 
 
Thank you very much for your kind attention. If you need further information regarding the 
questionnaire or dissertation topic, please do not hesitate and contact me on 93864838 or 
h0418672@hkusua.hku.hk. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
___________________ 
Li Ying Ho, Calvin 
BSc (Surveying) Year 3 
The University of Hong Kong
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire for Main Contractor 
 
The University of Hong Kong 
Department of Real Estate and Construction 
Year 3 Dissertation 
Questionnaire 
This questionnaire is divided into mainly three parts. The first part relates to the requirements of subcontractors; the 
second part relates to the partnering experience; and the final part identifies problems between the main contractor 
and subcontractor. The questionnaires received will be used for analysis in my dissertation, which is for 
recommendation of a partnering model to improve relationships in the supply chain. All the information collected 
will be kept confidential and used for the analysis of my dissertation only. 
 
Interviewee Information 
 
Interviewee Name:       
Company Name:       
Position in the company       
Working Experience:       
Would you be available for a short 
interview by phone or face to face 
interview? 
 Face to face interview  Phone 
Phone Number:  
 
Part I Requirements of subcontractors from the point of view of main contractor 
 Questions Answers 
What characteristics of a subcontractor can have a detrimental 
effect on the relationship between it and the main contractor? 
Very 
Serious  
Serious Quite 
serious 
A little bit No effect 
i. Insufficient capital of subcontractors 
 
     
ii. Insufficient working experience of subcontractors 
 
     
iii. Slow Response to request of information from the main 
contractor 
 
     
iv. Subcontractors cannot follow the schedule of work      
1 
v. Others (Please specify): 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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What are the most important features of a subcontractor?  Most 
important 
Very 
important 
Important Slight 
important 
Not 
important 
i. Supervision and management characteristics      
ii. Reliability to achieve scheduled events      
iii. Sufficient capital      
iv. Working Experience      
v. Close relationship with main contractor      
2 
vi.     Others (Please specify): 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
What do the main contractors usually concentrate during the evaluation of tender? 
1st priority: Price      Quality      Previous experience    
2nd priority: Price      Quality      Previous experience    
3rd priority: Price      Quality      Previous experience    
3 
Others (Please specify): 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
What are the important issues you think can improve main 
contractor and subcontractor relationship? 
Most 
important 
Very 
Important 
Important Slight 
important 
Not 
important 
i. Prompt payment      
ii. Regular meeting for monitoring the working progress      
iii. Evaluation of subcontractor’s performance from time to 
time 
     
iv. Detailed tendering documents for subcontractors      
v. Balance of risk sharing in subcontract conditions      
vi. Participation of subcontractor in project planning and 
scheduling 
     
vii. Better organization of work among different 
subcontractors by the main contractor 
     
4 
viii. Others (Please specify): 
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Part II Relationship with subcontractors 
1 Which of the following types of relationship you have experienced with subcontractors before? 
 
Strategic Partnering      Project Partnering      Relational Contracting    
 
Are there any benefits from the relationship? 
 
Strategic 
Partnering 
Project 
Partnering 
Relational 
contracting 
i. Reduction of construction time  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No 
ii. Less subcontractor claims  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No 
iii. Increased saving  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No 
iv. Development of a long term relationship  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No 
v. Improvement of relationship  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No 
2 
vi. Others (Please specify): 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3 Are there any project performance review systems to assess 
whether to extend/continue the relationship or change to 
new partner? 
 Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No 
4 Are you willing to undertake partnering arrangement in the 
future? 
 Yes  No 
5 Is it important to incorporate an element of price 
competition into partnering? 
 Yes  No 
6 Do you think that the Main Contractors should encourage 
partnering arrangements with subcontractors? 
 Yes  No 
Part III Identification of problems in supply chain 
Assessment of tenders  
i. Are the received tender evaluated based on price 
only? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
ii. Do you usually award the contract to the lowest 
tenderer? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
1 
iii. Do you give any feedback to those who fail in 
your tender evaluation? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
Practices related to entering subcontract agreements  
A. What type of communication takes place with the 
subcontractor before signing the subcontract 
agreement? 
 
i. Meeting in Person  Yes  No 
2 
 
ii. Fax  Yes  No 
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iii. Telephone  Yes  No 
iv. Mail  Yes  No 
v. Email  Yes  No 
vi. None  Yes  No 
B. Are there any contracts conditions modified to 
increase the liability of the subcontractor? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
Subcontract administration practices 
 
 
i. Do you communicate with subcontractors to 
participate in project planning and scheduling? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
3 
ii. Do you handle and coordinate the relationship 
between different subcontractors? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
Project closeout practices 
 
 4 
How do you pay the subcontractors? (e.g. at the end of a month) 
 
Nominated Subcontractors:_________________________________________________________________ 
Domestic Subcontractors:__________________________________________________________________ 
Others  
i. Do you allow the further subcontracting of work to 
sub-subcontractor? 
 Yes  No 
ii. Does the subcontracted project final account 
exceed the initial contract sum? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
iii. Does the subcontracted project duration exceed the 
scheduled duration? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
5 
iv. Are the numbers of claims from subcontractors at 
an acceptable level? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
 
 
Thank you for your cooperation!! 
Feel free to ask any questions through this email h0418672@hkusua.hku.hk or call 93864838, Calvin. 
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire for Subcontractor 
 
The University of Hong Kong 
Department of Real Estate and Construction 
Year 3 Dissertation 
Questionnaire 
This questionnaire is divided into mainly three parts. The first part relates to the requirements of main contractors; 
the second part relates to the partnering experience and the final part identifies problems between the main 
contractor and subcontractor. The questionnaires received will be used for analysis in my dissertation, which is for 
recommendation of a partnering model to improve the relationship in the supply chain. All the information collected 
will be kept confidential and used for the analysis of my dissertation only. 
 
Interviewee Information 
 
Interviewee Name:       
Company Name:       
Position in the company       
Working Experience:       
Would you be available for a short 
interview by phone or face to face 
interview? 
 Face to face interview  Phone 
Phone Number:  
 
Part I Requirements of main contractors from the point of view of subcontractor 
 Questions Answers 
What characteristics of a main contractor can have a detrimental 
effect on the relationship between it and the subcontractor? 
Very 
Serious  
Serious Quite 
serious 
A little bit No effect 
i. Poor site management 
 
     
ii. Imbalance of risk-sharing in subcontract conditions 
 
     
iii. Poor supervision by the main contractor 
 
     
iv. Late payment by main contractor 
 
     
1 
v. Others (Please specify): 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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What are the most important features of a main contractor?  Most 
important 
Very 
important 
important Slight 
important 
Not 
important 
i. Better site management by the main contractor      
ii. Willingness to share risk in contract conditions      
iii. Sufficient capital      
iv. Working Experience      
v. Close relationship with subcontractor      
2 
vi. Others (Please specify): 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
What do you think the main contractor should concentrate during the evaluation of tender? 
1st priority: Price      Quality      Previous experience    
2nd priority: Price      Quality      Previous experience    
3rd priority: Price      Quality      Previous experience    
3 
Others (Please specify): 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
What are the important issues you think can improve main 
contractor and subcontractor relationship? 
Most 
important 
Very 
Important 
Important Slight 
important 
Not 
important 
i. Prompt payment      
ii. Regular meeting for monitoring the working progress of 
subcontractors 
     
iii. Evaluation of subcontractor’s performance from time to 
time 
     
iv. Detailed tendering documents for subcontractors      
v. Balance of risk sharing in subcontract conditions      
vi. Participation of subcontractors in project planning and 
scheduling 
     
vii. Better organization of work among different 
subcontractors by the main contractor 
     
4 
viii. Others (Please specify): 
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Part II Relationship with subcontractors 
1 Which of the following types of relationship you have experienced with main contractors before? 
 
Strategic Partnering      Project Partnering      Relational Contracting    
 
Are there any benefits from the relationship? 
 
Strategic 
Partnering 
Project 
Partnering 
Relational 
contracting 
i. Reduction of construction time  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No 
ii. Less claims  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No 
iii. Increased saving  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No 
iv. Development of a long term relationship  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No 
v. Improvement of relationship  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No 
2 
vi. Others (Please specify): 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3 Are there any project performance review systems to assess 
whether to extend/continue the relationship or change to 
new partner? 
 Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No 
4 Are you willing to undertake partnering arrangement in the 
future? 
 Yes  No 
5 Is it important to incorporate an element of price 
competition into partnering? 
 Yes  No 
6 Do you think that the Main Contractors should encourage 
partnering arrangements with subcontractors? 
 Yes  No 
Part III Identification of problems in supply chain 
Practices related to entering subcontract agreements  
A. What type of communication takes place with the 
main contractor before signing the subcontract 
agreement? 
 
i. Meeting in Person  Yes  No 
ii. Fax  Yes  No 
iii. Telephone  Yes  No 
iv. Mail  Yes  No 
v. Email  Yes  No 
vi. None  Yes  No 
1 
 
B. Are there any contracts conditions modified which 
place more risk on subcontractor’s side? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
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Subcontract administration practices 
 
 
i. Do you participate in project planning and 
scheduling? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
2 
ii. Does the main contractor handle and coordinate 
the relationship between different subcontractors? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
Project closeout practices 
 
 3 
How do you paid by main contractors usually? (e.g. pay when paid, pay every 2 weeks) 
 
As a Nominated Subcontractor:_____________________________________________________________ 
As a Domestic Subcontractor:_______________________________________________________________ 
Others 
 
 
i. Do you subcontract your work to 
sub-subcontractor? 
 Yes  No 
ii. Does the subcontracted project final account 
exceed the initial contract sum? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
iii. Does the subcontracted project duration exceed the 
scheduled duration? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
4 
iv. Are the numbers of claims from subcontractors at 
an acceptable level? 
 Always  Sometimes  Never 
 
 
Thank you for your cooperation!! 
Feel free to ask any questions through the email h0418672@hkusua.hku.hk or call 93864838, Calvin. 
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Appendix 4: Sample of interview questions 
 
Interview questions: 
 
1. What are the major problems leading to poor performance in construction Industry in Hong 
Kong? 
 
2. What are the problems you usually face in the relationship with subcontractors and suppliers?  
 
3. In the questionnaire, you have mentioned that insufficient working experience of subcontractors 
and poor safety record can have detrimental effect on the relationship between it and the main 
contractor. Can you give me the reasons behind? 
 
4. In your reply, the most important features of a subcontractor are the supervision and management 
characteristic and also safety and quality performance. So why are they the most important? 
 
5. In your company, subcontracting of work by subcontractors is normally restricted to 1 tier down. 
Are there any reasons behind this? 
 
6. In the questionnaire, you have mentioned that your company had experienced with strategic 
partnering, project partnering and relational contracting. Can you give me an example of your 
company and a subcontractor or supplier which have adopted strategic partnering? Details may 
include the process, benefits, problem faced, arrangements such as charter, workshop, continuous 
improvement. 
 
7. Do you have a formal arrangement in the selection of subcontractors and suppliers in a partnering 
arrangement? (If yes, please give details.) 
 
8. One of the questions in my questionnaire is asking if there are any benefits from partnering. There 
are two benefits which exist in project partnering but not strategic partnering. They are the 
reduction of construction time and less subcontractor claims. Why there is such a difference for 
these two types of partnering? 
 
9. From my understanding on your reply of my questionnaire, I found that your company is 
particularly concerned with the safety issues in a construction project. So do you think partnering 
between the main contractor and subcontractors can improve the performance on this aspect? 
 
10. What are the difficulties in the implementation of partnering with the subcontractors and 
suppliers? 
 
11. Do you think if partnering arrangement can be widely adopted in the Hong Kong Construction 
Industry? Why/Why not? 
